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Princeton, Cold Kestt( Icy, Thu 1,;,, I u!! 1949
Community Newspapers Are Not Alike . . .
Put Your Own Yardstick Upon Those
Serving Your Town And County
Number 51
OUNTY CAN SELL HITCHRACK, ATTORNEY SAYS
x Rates Fixed
[City, County
hool Systems
ncetoo Board Will
eceive No Money From
qualization Fund,
°Hard Points Out
tax rates recommended by
Caldwell County and Prince-
boards of Education and ap-
ied Tuesday afternoon by the
aI Court are $1.30 for the
to and $1.42 for the city.
this, rate the Caldwell
to system will get $50,088.-
or $2,788.10 less than last
- 
when the tax rate was $1.50.
Ireton will receive $65,653.-
$14,89930 more than last
r when the rate was $1.60.
'We should like to point out,"
T. Pollard, superintendent of
schools, said, "that we are
getting any equalization
at all and are receiving
500 less on the per capita
s.
quahzation last year was
354.53. This has been lost
ly because the tax rate has
en lowered to below $1.50,
Pollard said. In addition, the
re budget is set up for in-
sect expenditures of $8,044.-
wer last yefir.
st year also extra receipts
is it possible to ,pay $4,691.67
leaded indebtedness and $3,-
61 on holding company
s This came from the sink-
d. the rate for Which was
cents. This year's rate is
5 cents.
don't expect to be able to
E any such payments this
Mr. Pollard said.
otal budget of Princeton
s is $127,398.13 and of
well county schools is $128,-
51. The total in the county
et is about the same as last
Superintendent Clifton Clift
Princeton schools budget
token down into: adsninistra-
or general, $8.889.50; in-
ties. $90,938.25: operation
plant, $11,100; mainten-
school plant, $3,900; fixed
rges, $838.59: auxiliary serv-
(Please turn to Page Seven)
ree Rivers Council,
A, To Meet June 21
e June meeting of the
'se Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
America, will be at the Ken-
ay Utilities building, Prince-
Tuesday night, June 21,
sng at 730 olelock. Plans for
st camping activities for the
coiner will be perfected,
:man J. Phillip Glenn, Kut-
a, announces.
giting In Denver .
Nine), Armstrong, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Arm-
sig, is spending a month with
oars Pool in Denver, Colo.
Pool family formerly lived
Princeton.
- 
-
Win Blue Ribbons At
State 4-H Club Wbek
Two Caldwell countians,
Jacqueline Shoulders and
Faye Young, were awarded
blue ribbons in the style re-
vue and canned food judging
respectively, at 4-H Club
Week at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, last
week. This is the third con-
secutive year Miss Should-
ers has entered the style
revue contests.
Red Front Buys
J. H. Watson lot
Super-Market To Be
Built; Possession
Date Is Sept. 1
Red Front Stores, with head-
quarters at Henderson, has pur-
chased the lot on North Harri-
son street from Mr. and Mrs.
J, M. Watson, the purchase price
being $20,000. Date of possession
is September 1.
Plans are to build a super-
market on the site, with a park-
ing lot for patrons, Melvin Fra-
lick, manager of the Red Front
store on Market street, said.
Policy concerning present
stores and managers has not yet
been set up, Mr. Fralick said.
The lease on 'his store, however,
expires in 1960.
In Princeton last week to close
the deal where T. W. Isamberts
president, Henderson; Audis Bell,
supervisor, Paducah, and Austin
Strauss, Wholesale buyer, Stur-
gis. All these men work from
the Henderson office.
Mr. Watson will move to his
building across Harrison street
to wind up his business, he said.
He will be there until the first
of the year, after which his plans
are indefinite.
Kimball Underwood, Jr.
Is Ordained Minister -
W. Kimball Underwood, J".,
former Princetonian, was or-
dained a minister Sunday night
at First Christian Church Padu-
cah. His 'brother, the Rev.
Thomas Underwood, St. Louis,
Mo., participated in the service.
Rev. Kimball Underwood, a grad-
uate of the University of Michi-
gan, studied last year at Yale
Divinity School, New Haven,
Conn. He will conduct summer
services at Claredon, Vt., until
his return to Yale in the fall.
David Schulherr Is
Dean At Conference
Rev. David W. Schulherr is
dean of the Junior High Camp
for 12 to 14 year. old young
people at the conference plan-
ned July 11-17 for Presbyterian
youth at Nacome, Tenn. Several
from Central Presbyterian
Church are expected to attend
and registration blanks may be
obtained from the Rev. Mr.
Schulherr. s
_ .
Paul's School Finishes
irst Year Of Work Here
enty-nine pupils, pictured
with two teachers and the
William Borntraeger, corn-
ed the year's course of study
St. Paul's Catholic School,
'h opened last September.
Pupil, Jackie Pedley, wasuated from the Eighth
le School will be resumed
September
.
hewn here are left to right,
I rote: Sarah Ann Norvell,
'C'e Feeley, Patricia Nelson,
D. Schwab and Father
raeger; second row: Janice
Nichols, Patricia Feeley, CAI
Nichols, Martha Ramey, Judy
Franklin, Mary Elizabeth Haz-
zard, Violet Berkley, Jim Bob
Kevil and Jim Hayes.
Third row: Junior Cotton, Sis-
ter Athanasius, David Pedley,
Jimmie Schwab, Robert Ran-
dolph, Tommy, Stewart, Tommy
Cotton and Sister Carmencita;
Fourth row: Billy Berkley, Pat
Sherman, Jim Nelson and
Charlie Coleman; fifth row: Jim
Cotton, Mary Ann Kevil, Shirley,
Berkley, Judy Schwab, Mary
Ruth Nelson and' Jackie Pedley.
Fredonia FFA Boys
Net $15,614.03
During Last Year
57 Projects Are
Carried Out; Money
Taken In Totals
$27,229.30
By Herman L. Brenaa,
Agriculture Teacher
Members of the Fredonia High
School Chapter, Future Farm-
ers of America, netted $15,614.03
last year on 57 projects. Money
taken in totaled $27,229.30 and
expenses were $11,615.27. Tstal
hours spent on all projects were
8,934, making the average in-
come $1.74 an hour.
There were 18 boys who had
projects in corn with a total
of 196 acres which yielded 13,-
144 bushels, valued at $10,959.49.
It cost $3,181.76 to produce the
corn and the labor earnings were
$7,777.73 with 3,440 hours sepnt
on this project making a labor
earning of $2.26 an hour.
There were three boys with
tobacco projects making a to-
tal of four and a half acres with
a yield of 5,888 pounds which
bought $1,024.17. It cost $329.88
to produce this tobacco and la-
bor earnings were 2894.29 with
782 hours spent on this project
making. a labor income of $1.89
cents an hour.
There were four beef cattle
projects consisting of 1 cow and
9 feeder calves that made a to-
tal gain of 7,165 pounds bringing
$2,421.78. The cost to produce
was $1,477.45 making a labor
earning of $944.33. With 148
hours of labor spent on this pro-
ject the pupil labor earning was
$6.46 an hour.
There were 12 boys with dairy
projects, the 25 cows and 4 hei-
fers producting at total of 150,-
208 pounds of milk and 7,808
pounds of butterfat which
brought $6,244.08 with an ex-
pense of $3,749.87 to produce.
Labor eernisigs were $2,494.21
and 2,429 hours of labor were re-
quired making a labor earning of
$1.03 an hour.
Twelve boys had hog projects
consisting of nine sows and 72
fedder pigs, producing 12,893
pounds of pork which brought
$3,216.94. The expense was $11,-
(Please turn to Page Seven)
Bible School To
Have Exercises
Methodist Group Plans
Program At 7:30
O'Clock Sunday
Closing exercises of Vacation
Bible School at Ogden Memori-
al Methodist Church will be at
7:30 o'clock Sunday night, June
19. The program will be present-
ed by the children.
Certificates will be awarded
by Dr. Summers Brinson, pas-
tor, to those who completed the
course.
Mrs. F. K. Wylie took over
the duties of general superinten-
dent after Mrs. C.H. Jaggers,
Jr., had to undergo an operation.
Others Who helped in the work
were Mesdames J. D. Alexander,
C. W. Scott, Coopel Crider, Ralph
Randolph, Raymond' Brown
and J. D. Moore and Miss Robert
Lee Beck. Young people who
acted as assistants were Nancy
D. Hearne, Connie Brasher, Sue
Trader, Connie Stevens, Leslie
Conway Lacy, Patsy Lockhart
and Brabara Kilgore.
Takes Course At Fort Knox
Louis W. Oliver, State police-
man stationed at Princeton, left
Monday to take an Instructor's
course in first aid at Fort Knox.
He will return this week.
Assessment Missed Mark But
Is Good Start Toward Goal
(EDITORIAL )
The re-assessment project, to fix a base for payment of
1948 taxes in Caldwell county, is almost finished . . . with
considerable satisfaction to a majority of those concerned.
The new total evaluation will be, according to Commiss-
ioner of Revenue H. Clyde Reeves' estimate, $11,500,000, as
compared to $6,000,000 for 1947. Mr. Reeves said he had
obtained assurances the tax rate will be fixed so property
owners will not pay more on their 1948 assessments than
they did the previous year.
The new property evaluation leaves the way clear for
progress in the community, inasmuch as tax rates can be
fixed in future years to provide revenue needed for improve-
ment of schools and other services for which the people are
willing to pay.
, The tax rate, of course, is fixed locally, by the Fiscal
Court, so what property owners will pay in future years is
in the hands of home folk.
That much was gained in the re-assessment effort every
fair-minded person who understands the outconte will agree.
That it failed to accomplish its goal . . . raising all assess-
ments to the State average, or 56 percent of a fair cash
value, is equally plain.
We knew at the outset, from experience gained else-
where, that any attempt to bring about an equitable tax
level here in one swift season's effort, was doomed to fail-
ure. The re-assessment needs to be done annually over a
period of years to get even a substantial majority of the tax-
payers on a fairly equal basis. If outside professional ex-
perts had been hired to do the job and plenty of time had
been taken, a better and fairer level of assessments un-
doubtedly would have resulted.
Mr. Reeves, it seems to us, may have wearied of well
doing a little too rapidly; for after only one day of sitting in
on the hearings himself, he made what appears to us a
surrender and, in his official statement for publication, re-
versed his stand of The last several weeks . . . that there
were far too many gross inequities in the work of the Coun-
ty Board of Supervisors.
We will gladly go along with Mr. Reeves, when he says
that the Board of Supervisors did a fairly good job . .. for
by comparison with previous tax assessing work here, the
recent Board of Supervisors did an excellent job ... in that
it tried, in long and arduous sessions, to put property upon
something like a fair basis, as between neighbors.
The fact is that heretofore wt have had giving in of tax
lists by property owners, rather than any real effort at
asseSsements.
But to say that this assessment is a good one is, we
believe, to dodge some obvious shortcomings.
Mr. Reeves himself admits Siert is a differential of
30 to 50 percent in values placed on individual pieces of
property; and this leaves us with some of our property own-
ers paying the taxes .. . or part of the taxes, of some other
citizens; which obviously is not fair.
A good many citizens, believing that Conimissionee
Reeves would see to it that there was not too much differ-
entiation, deliberate or accidental, in this re-assessment
result, voluntarily increased their listings to what they and
the State agents decided was 56 percent of fair cash value
on today's market. Others, feeling that the raises were com-
ming regardless of what they said or did, entered no pro-
test against higher assessments. All of these, or many of
them, will now be assessed at something like 20 to 25 per-
cent more than those who, on Mr. Reeves' ruling, now get
full benefit of their protests, the lower listings by the Board
of Supervisors, and the final action of the State Tax Com-
mission.
It seems to us therefore the result of the re-assessment
here, altho a big improvement, leaves us in something like
the same situation we were in before: Some property
owners will pay at 30 percent of a fair cash value on what
they own, while others will pay on 50 to 56 percent of such
a value.
If Mr. Reeves wants the 1948 tax assessment level to be
fair in Caldwell county, he should reduce all the listings
to 30 percent of a fair cash value. The Fiscal Court could
then fix the tax rate to produce the same revenue as was
obtained on the 1947 assessment . . and Mr. Reeves'
promise, at the outset of the re-assessment movement, that
no injustice would be done to those citizens who went along
in good grace on the project, would be made good. As things
now stand, cooperating property owners are hit hard again,
with their holdings assessed up to 50 percent, while objecting
property owners benefit at the low level of '30 percent.
The Leader has no regrets for having attempted to aid
the effort to place taxation here on a fairer basis; on the
contrary, we are glad if we have helped many persons to
become more tax conscious; for therein lies the promise of
more attention to needs of the community, to funds obtained
by taxation, to how such monies are spent and to how much
value is obtained by these expenditures. There is even the
hope that many persons, paying on higher evaluations of
their properties, will be more careful about what sort of men
they elect ta office.
This way lies the salvation of our democracy and the
hope for a brighter tomorrow in this and every other real
American community.
Fined For Reckless Driving
Josh Oliver, of near Cobb, was
fined $15 and costs of $9.50 Sat-
urday morning when he pled
guilty to a charge of reckless
driving. Oliver was stopped by
State police Friday afternoon.
County Judge Clyde 0. Wood
heard the case.
Wm. G. Pickering Seeks
County Judge's Office
To The Voters Of Caldwell
County:
I take this means of announc-
ing my candidacy for the office
of Judge of Caldwell County,
suject to the action of the
Democratic primary, Saturday,
August 6, 1949.
I was born and reared in
Caldwell County and have lived
here all of my life. This is my
first time to seek public office.
If norninated and elected,
promise to perform my duties as
County Judge to the best of my
ability and for the best interest
of Caldwell County, devoting all
my efforts toward making you
a good County Judge.
I respectfully urge your in-
fluence and vote. I shall try to
see every voter personally he
fore election day, but if circum-
stances prevent, this announce-
ment is meant as a personal mes-
sage and appeal to you.
Sincerely,
William Cl. Pickering
Dr. And Mrs. Brinson
Attend Dinner For Veep
Dr. and Mrs. Summers Brin-
son were guests at a formal din-
ner last weels honoring Vice-
President Alben W. Barkley, The
dinner was at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Davis, Winchester. Dr.
and Mrs. Brinson have returned
home' after attending graduation
exercises at Kentucky Wesleyan
College, Winchester, and Lind-
sey-Wilson Junior College, 'Co-
lumbia. Dr. Brinson is president
of the Board of Education of the
Louisville Methodist Conference.
Attends GMC School
Jimmy Mitchell, of the M. &
S. Implement Co., is in Paducah
this week attending a GMC
school of instruction.
Drivers' Teat Set
State policemen are at the
courthouse In Princeton each
Wednesday afternoon to give ex-
aminations for driven.' licenses,
it was announced.
Killer Saws Way No Restriction InOut Of Jail As
Case Nears Trial Property Deed
Continuances Are Num-
erous At June Term;
Grand Jury Returns
No Indictments
Bowers Morse, Negro, charged
with murder in the death in 1926
of Fannie Riley, Negro, escaped
from the Caldwell county jail
Saturday night by sawing
through the bars of the bullpen
window, Sheriff Otho Towry
said.
Officials do not know how the
saw came into 'his possession,
they said. According to Sheriff
Thwery, it was thought Morse
was locked in his cell, whereas
he was in the larger room. The
bars, which had been sawed
through once before, were
fastened by a brace, making the
job comparatively simple, the
sheriff said.
Morse had been returned to
Princeton early this year to face
trial after an absence of 23
years from the State.
Cases called for this term of
Circuit Court and continued to
the next include Maurice Cal-
houn, Jeff Glass and Gilliam
Wigginton, all charged with
grand larceny; John Haile, Jr.,
and Hardy Willoby, both charg-
ed with assault and battery;
Evie White, carrying concealed
a deadly weapon. The charges
against Charles Hankins, Jr., of
grand larceny, assault and bat-
tery, and tampering with parts
of a vehicle on a highway, Is'here
continued to the October term.
Charges of assault and battery
and tresspass against Barney
Glass were dismissed. The cases
,a Will Dunning, Flora Dunning
and Ethel Egbert, all charged
with false swearing, were to be
called Wednesday, June 15. The
case of Mrs. R. E. Cook, charg-
ed with obtaining money under
false pretenses, is set for Wed-
nesday. June 22.
On the probation docket are
William Thomason, Orvil Riley,
Bobbie Jones, Clint Jones, Bobbie
Coleman, Jr., Hoover Pettit, Will
Faulkner, Robert Level!, James
Mimms, W. T. Harris, Chester
Lee, Herbert Frazer, Clyde Polk,
Jr., James W. Sleeth, Herman
Russell, Billie Dillingham, Max
Robbinette, and George Payne.
On the continued probation doc-
ket are Clarence Cook, Ulysses
Gray, Alvin Smiley, Fred T.
Kenneday and Taylor Wilkins.
The grand jury, which will
meet again Friday, June 24, has
returned no indictments this term.
Paducah Jail Breaker
Is Captured Here
William D. Messamore, 33,
confessed bank robber, who
broke out of the McCracken
county jail early Tuesday
after slugging two jailer's
deputies, was captured in
South Yards at Princeton
about 8:30 o'clock Wednes-
day morning by Sheriff
Otho Tovwery, Chief of Po-
lice Roy /tosser and Deputy
Sheriff Lonnie Croft. F. B.
I. agents came here about
10 o'clock to take charge of
the prisoner.
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers Has
Emergency Operation
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Jr., is
recuperating after undergoing
an emergency operation for
ruptured appendix Thursday
night in the Princeton Hospital.
Receives Degree In Ohio
Paul Hem n Pratt, Madisonville,
received his Bachelor of Arts
degree Sunday from Ohio Uni-
versity, Athens, 0.
• •
Leader Advised
Blot In Heart Of City Can Be Eliminated With
Financial And Health Benefits To Community,
C. A. Pepper Declares; County Attorney Thinks
"Use" Must Be Continued; Two Concerns
Recently Interested, Report
The ancient myth that somebdtly left by will the corner
lot at Harrison and Market streets to the county as a gift,
to be used in perpetuity as a hitch-lot . . . is just a myth
and has no basis in fact, according to a communication re-
ceived by The Leader editor this week from C. A. Pepper,
a leading attorney of this city for the last three decades.
"The county owns this property in fee simple title and
there are no restrictions in the deed . . . and the county
could, if it so desired, convey the same and make a good
marketable deed conveying a good and marketable title to
it", says Mr. Pepper's letter.
Minnesota Honors
Dean Thos. P. Cooper
omas P. ooper
Thomas P. Cooper, for 31 years
director of the Kentucky Agri-
cultural Experiment Station and
dean of the College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics, last
Saturday received a doctor of
science degree from the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.
Lester Is New Red
Cross Chairman
Other Officers And
Directors Chosen
Friday
J. B. Lester was elected chair-
man of the Caldwell County
Chapter, American Red Cross,
at a meeting Friday afternoon in
George Coon Library. He suc-
ceeds J. Gordon Lisanby.
Other officers elected were J.
E. Neel, vice-chairman; John 0.
McKinney, treasurer, and Miss
Virginia Morgan, secretary.
Directors chosen to work with
the officers and other directors
were Arnold Barnes, M. P'Pool
and Mrs. Annie D. McElroy.
Reports of the year's work
were given by Mrs. Frank Wylie,
chairman of volunteer service;
Mrs. H. C. Lester, chairman
Junior Red Cross; Mr. McKin-
ney, treasurer; Mrs. Tom Cash
on the fund raising campaign
in the absence of R. S. Gregory.
chairman; Mrs. Leo Linton, ex-
ecutive secretary, home service.
George Payne Fined
For Drunken Driving
George Payne, Route 2, Prince-
ton, was fined $100 and costs
Saturday afternoon by County
Judge Clyde 0. Wood when he
pled guilty to a charge of drunk-
en driving. Payne is on proba-
tion in circuit court. The drunk-
en driving charge was brought
by State Police.
As city attorney, Mr. Pepper
twice examined the county's ti-
tle to the hitchrack property,
he told The Leader, and he is
certain the county can sell this
lot to any person or company
that wants to buy it.
For years there has been
strong sentiment here to elimi-
nate the hitchrack lot, which
many persons believe to be a
menace to health, but always
the old story about how the
county came by this property
seemed to bar the way toward
making this major improvement
in the heart of the downtown
section.
When asked about the county's
title to the property this week.
County Attorney Clauscine
Baker said the deed read "for
the use and benefit of the coun-
ty" and that hhe construed this
to mean the county could not
sell the lot but must "use it. Mr.
Pepper's opinion is contrary to
this.
Recently, it is reported, the
Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany sought to buy this lot, up-
on which to erect its modern
building, now on the lot at the
corner of Main and Donivan
streets. It is also reported that
the Red Front Stores negotiated
for this property to no avail. A
business building on the old
hitchrack lot would materially
improve the business section,
many citizens believe, as well as
eliminate a breeding place for
files and Menace to healthh.
Mr. Pepper's letter in full fol-
lows:
Law Offices of
CHARLES A. PEPPER
Princeton, Kentucky
June 11, 1949
Mr. G. M. Pedley
Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kentucky
My dear Grayson:
Word has come to me in a
round about way that you were
interested in whether or not the
county owned the lot on the cor-
ner of North Harrison and Mar-
ket Streets, in Princeton, Ken-
tucky, commonly known as the
hitchrack.
For your information I beg to
advise that the county does
own this property in fee simple
title and that there are no re-
strictions in the deed and the
county could if it 90 desired
convey same and make a good
and sufficient deed of general
warranty conveying a good and
marketable fee simple title to
it. You will find the county's
deed recorded in Deed Book 7,
page 345, Caldwell County
Court Clerk's office, if you de-
sire to read it.
I am not suggesting that the
property be sold as I am not in-
terested in it one way or the
other but for many years there
has, been rumored here that
(Please turn to Page Seven)
Ground To Be Broken For New
Caldwell CountyHospital Sunday
Ground breaking ceremonies Clyde 0. Wood and Mayor W. L. Mr. Simmons said. Formal in -
for the Caldwell County War Cash. Rev. H. G. M. Natler will
Memorial Hospital, construction give the invocation. Music will
of which is scheduled to be be by the Butler High School
started Monday morning, will Band, under direction of -K. V.
take place at 5 o'clock Sunday Bryant.
afternoon on the hospital site, Special invitations are being
Eddyville road, Thomas J. Sim- extended to members of the
mons, chairman of the 'building Princeton Hospital Board "In
committee, announces. recognition of the wonderful job
The first spade of dirt Will be they are doing maintaining boa-
turned jointly\ by, County Judge pital service for the community,"
vitations will be sent to all men
of the medical profession in this
area, he added.
Planning to be present are J.
D. Jenninii, contractor, and Sam
C. Molloy, architect.
Director Bryant has asked
band members to report at But-
ler High School at 4:30 o'clock
Sunday afternoon,.
to keep pace with t •'s rise in their over-
head, the unorga zed workers in offices,
stores, shops, farms and elsewhere ...
recently e mated at about 22,000,000
persons ave decided they will save their
mon until a dollar will purchase more
a better value than at present . . . and
his attitude on the part of the White
Collar folk is having the effect of ending
strikes with small gains for workers in
the way of higher wages and of bringing
The vast project to give the American
people an efficient administration of
their federal government was initiated
by Congress as a nonpartisan enterprise,
was carried on by the Hoover Commis-
sion on that basis, and should be put in-
to effect by both parties in that spirit.
Somebody on the Republican National
Committee has taken excerpts from per-
fectly proper speeches by Mr. Hoover
and inserted them in radio records as
answers to questions by Republican con-
gressmen. By this misleading device they
make it appear that the former President
is joining the congressmen in harsh de-
nunciation of a spendthrift Democratic
administration.
The Republican National Committee
should apologize and recall these records
—and quickly. The Democrats are ask-
ing for equal time on the radio to reply.
In special cases this may be justified,
but we should judge that the Republi-
cans have lost more than they gained
by this blunder, and that it would be
better now to wipe the slate clean and
keep the Hoover reforms clear of party
bickering.
It will be almost impossible to get these
reforms adopted—much less carried out
—without genuine nonpartisan support.
If they win, there will be plenty of credit
for both parties. And if the voters get
really interested, promotions of the
Hoover reforms may become good politics
in the most practical sense.
For the sake of effective government
as well as for savings the American peo-
ple should emphatically warn politicians
who would mess up this opportunity with
petty partisanship. If they will take a
bit of time to look at the antiquated
By Ewing Galloway
Bowling Green's Community Week was
a whopper.
Started on a Sunday, and all the city's
preachers spoke about the church's re-
sponsibility to the community.
Organizations participating included
the Rotary, Kiwanis, Homemakers Clubs,
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Western State
College Trade School, the R. E. A., the
city schools, League of Women Voters,
Business and Professional Women, Ameri-
can Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Junior Chamber of Commerce. About 40
women's organizations participated.
Charging a penny fee for voting for
the community mother of the year, the
'tusiness and Professional Women raised
AO for the Bowling Green Youth Center.
The Committee for Kentucky was rep-
ented by Executive Director Maurice
r. Bement, Mr. and Mrs. James W. Arm-
GRACMAN M. PEDLEY
EDITOR AND Fuel reuse
DorTHv At.r. navii
%,"<;111; ,1AU;ti:'VILOrt0(inPittama,t.' 211lootti(i:"vvu'r -11.'nad n'oVt.t. LU olas
•
MEMBER OF THE A.SSOCfATICI) PRESS—The Associated Press is entitled exclusively to the use tor republl-
Dation of ail the local news printed In this newspaper, an well as all Al' newedlspatches.
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATIbN
Stamp Out The White Plague
Opportunity, they say, knocks only
once, but the mobile X-ray unit of the
State Health Department is proving the
exception to the rule.
This is the third consecutive year since
the close of the war this unit, which will
arrive Tuesday, has been in Princeton to
offer, free of charge, an opportunity for
Caldwell countians to know, for sure,
whether they have tuberculosis.
The White Plague is no longer a death
sentence. It, like many other diseases,
can be cured—if caught in time. The
more quickly it is discovered, the more
easily it is cured. It is a debt owed to
oneself to take advantage of the free
X-ray, not only for one's own health but
also because of the danger of unknowing-
ly spreading the disease.
The Elks Lodge of Princeton has con-
tributed to the purchase of these mobile
units because its members believed this
to be a worthy cause. It is up to the peo-
ple of Caldwell county to show them their
generosity is appreciated by giving up
a little of their time to help eradicate
tuberculosis from Kentucky.
Employers should be enough interested
in this program to permit workers a few
minutes off sometime during the unit's
stay here so they may have X-rays made.
Don't let a single person have a chance to
say, "I would have gone, but I didn't have
time."
This is one way to make Caldwell
healthier; and a healthi county is a
happier county.
(P. S.)
For the first time since many persons down ts at the wholesale and mariU-
can remember, the "White Collar" people fac ers' levels.
are having a major effect upon the na- / his, to us, is an excellent sign, per-
tion's economy, even perhaps providin /haps the best we have observed in a
the dominant factor in the present long, long time, since it seems to give
cline of prices for merchandise. new guarantee that a democracy will
Usually caught in the vici work if the people determine it shall.
spiral which results when We have long had in this country a
bor strikes for, and obtain/higher wages government by pressure groups and the
.. and manufacturers i ease their prices White Collar folk have come out, invaria-
bly, at the little end of the horn.
If by their saving and non-buying of
goods which has for years moved stead-
ing upward in price, they can end the in-
flation spiral and restore a modicum of
normalcy to the national business scheme
they will have performed a great service
to all the people of the country in restor-
ing stability, faith in the future and a far
better business background upon which
to build a better nation.
machinery the Hoover Commission has
exposed, and to note a few of the im-
provements offered, they will put politics
in its place.
The commission in its concluding report
summarizes its work under such heads as
these: Executive Authority and Account-
ability; Sharpening the Tools of Man-
agement; Wastes of Overlapping and
Duplication; Red Tape; Decentralization
Under Centralized Control; Reorganiza-
tion by Major Purpose. It has found, for
instance, such waste as the red tape
which makes the paper work involved
cost as much as the articles bought. It
has found that the government has re-
cords stored in valuable space six times
as great as the Pentagon Building. It
has found that at no point is there a
complete picture of fiscal affairs. It has
found a laxity which permits a clerical
error adding $30,000,000 to the budget
to go unnoticed.
The basic purpose of the Hoover re-
forms is to reshape federal administra-
tion so that it will have something of the
order and efficiency any successful busi-
ness is forced to develop. Their general
approach is to set up direct lines of au-
thority and responsibility. Even a little
study of the commission's work will per-
suade most citizens that these reforms
can not only save money but, by giving
democracy more effective instruments,
have a large part in saving free govern-
ment itself.
This newspaper considers them so im-
portant that it will run a series of num-
bered editorials, of which this is the
first, designed to explain and support the
major sections of the project.
(Christian Science Monitor)
strong. The third Armstrong, Bill, put on
a community
-program motion picture
show.
Purpose of the program was to stiMu-
late interest in civic progress. And it was
so successful that civic leaders are al-
ready planning a similar program for
1950.
The Harrison County Recreations
Board says that in the nine months end-
ing in February, it attracted 32,154 spec-
tators and players. Cash receipts were
$5,645, which covered expenses and left
about $60 in the treasuryi
Clay recently celebrated a week by
conducting a blitz against rubbish and
other unsightly or unsanitary objects,
and according to the Clay Tribune's edi-
tors, Ted Stanton, Sr., and Ted, Junior.,
the town is so clean now that you couldn't
find a tin can in an alley or an old card-
board box in. a back yard.
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e of the wiles of the
women,
Especially those that are cute;
But beware the most,
Of the gal that can boast,
"I can hold up a French bathing
suit!"
(U. K. 0-Megaphone)
* * *
Elizabeth and Bob McCarty
were helpful in aiding youngs-
ters injured in a school bus
'wreck near their home on Daw-
son Road Wednesday night. The
McCarty's fed, gave first-aid,
otherwise cared for the injured
teen-agers.
* * *
Pennyriler learns with pleas-
ure that another Princetonian
has achieved the honor of ODK
. . . . Cole Waggener, who was
named to the honorary at Centre
College. Cole was graduated
from Centre in '39, recently took
his doctorate in chemistry and is
now working at the atomic plant,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. Thanks to
George Eldred for bringing this
to our attention.
* *
Mary Loftus says her ma
bought one of those new-tangled
whipped cream gadgets but
couldn't make it work. Dad was
more successful . . . only to get
whipped cream all over himself.
* * *
Wickie. 5-year-old son of Mr.
_
and Mrs. Boyd Sattertmlo, slip-
ped away from Bible School one
day last week--tried to hitch-
hike home, but was unsuccessful.
His maw said she thought if ever
she could send him one place
where they could influence him
to "stay put" it was there.
* * *
Well, I have toured with the
Garden Clubs, been to Williams-
burg where many persons have
wonderful rose gardens; admir-
ed the luxuriant aycl lovely
blooms in the show places of
California . . but I never saw
more beautiful roses than some
Mrs. Robert Dalzell sent to this
office last week. Many persons
here know Bob Dalzell grows
wonderful roses . . . and our
Better Half, in the Hopkinsville
hospital, enjoyed these greatly.
* * *
Mark Cunningham, attending
a big Rotary assembly at Lake
Placid, N. Y., writes Pennryiler
there are three fine golf courses
handy . . . but none for south-
paws.
* * *
Vice President Edwin Lamb,
of the First National Bank, lost
one of that institution's holidays
(Memorial Day) because of a
bee sting. John Mahan tried to
talk Edwin out of exposing him-
self so freely and Edwin got a
closed eye which kept him at
home all one day when an un
friendly bee stung him. , The
bees are on the Lamb farm to
pollinate clover.
* *"May _l_Waij .op You.  fleaser
.ts the foitin or greeting Kresge
-assapiaysis ea -rind -*mat .wria,a1,-
prospective customers in tReir
stores are interested in 'buying,
according to a copy of that great
concern's 50th anniversary
brochure, sent me recently by
an old college friend, Frank-
lin P. Williams, who is a direc-
tor and vice president in charge
of merchandising.
* a. *
This friendly, yet not too
familiar, greeting seems much
nicer to .me than "What's For
You" heard so often these days,
here and elsewhere. As jobs
become more valuable again
with advance of the disinfla-
tion (and they are sure to 'be-
come so) maybe we will see
more attention paid to the amen-
ities in the marts of trade. For
it is a well known fact nothing
pays such large dividends as
politeness.
Did You Know?
Although the sun is much larg-
er than the moon, the difference
indistance is so great that from
the earth they appear to be
about the same size.
• • •ys
The baths of the ancient world
and the Middle Ages often were
used by men and women at the
same time.
•
Animal hoofs,
From the dawn of human history, man has stood by the
seaside and gazed with awe and fascination across the endless
expanse of rolling waters.
And as he stood, he wondered what secrets lay buried in
the sea's vast bosom and what strange lands and peoples and
adventures were out there beyond the point where the sky
seemed to drop down to meet the sea.
The unknown has always presented a mystery and a
challenge to mankind. Many have faced it with fear and shrink-
ing. Others have accepted its challenge and have opened up
new vistas of human knowledge.
Those who put their trust in God and His Church need
have no fear of what lies beyond the oceans of water, the oceans
of human experience, or the oceans of human thought. For the
land and the sea are God's, and He rules in the kingdom of men.
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
DOT'S DRIVE-IN
HODGE MOTOR SALES
SULA AND ELIZA NAIL
toed as in the horse, two-toed
as in cows, pigs and sheep or
four-toed as in the hippopota-
mus, are' modifications of a five-
toed arrangement.
til 183b.
• • • •
The practice of sirawing and
quartering prisoners after ex-
ecution was not ats,14.
England until 1870.
• • •
Up to 1860, naval
wood were still being
!lie world's great naval
Bees consume about tea
of honey to make one pull
wax.
• • .
Shaer baths were used by
ancienf Greeks.
The Church is the greatest factor on earth forthe building of character and good citizenship.It is a storehouse of spiritual values. Without astrong Church, neither democracy nor civilizationcan survive. There are four sound reasons whyevery person should attend services regularlyand support the Church. They are: (1) For hisown sake. (2) For his children's sake. (3) For thesake of his community and nation. (4) For thesake of the Church itself, which needs his moraland material support. Plan to go to church regu-larly and read your Bible daily.
Sunday 
.................. Psairns it :1-9TMonday  ........... 
.....Psalms Z4:14Wuesday . . 
............. saints 95:14ednesday. 
.............. salms 46Thursday .... 
.............. 'alms 34:15.22thPriday . 
................ ilippians 37•18SitUrday . 
............... uke'l 4 :2545II you desire a schedule of readings for theyear writ. to American Bible Society. Dept 1.1,450 Park Ave:. N. Y. 22. N. Y
CORNER DRUG STORE
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
MORGAN'S
ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
SEARS ORDER OFFICE
Thursday, June 16, 1949
County Agent's
Column
By It. A Mabry
. Prepared
....•••••••••, 
„ 
BY Ralph A. Nelson
county Assistant In Forrestry
The experienced woods work-
er draws a fine line in cutting
low stumps, He cuts just ,above
the cross grain of the root swell,
but low enough to get every
board foot possible in the first
butt
low stumps is a mat-
ercut itoign.g
t of money in your pocket.
Cutting a tree as much as only
a foot too high may mean a loss
of from 4 to 20 board feet, de-
pending upon the diameter of
the tree. Eevery board which
is one inch thick, twelve inches
long and twelve inches wide
that can be cut out of usable
material left in the stump is
one board foot lost. And that
is an extravagence considering
the prices that are Jilow being
paid for lumber.
Of course, in walnut and other
woods admired for the burl at
Tilden Trio
South Bend, Ind.—(AP)—Chl-
cago's Tilden Tech high school
will be prominent in Notre Dame
football this fall. Bill Gay, one
of the heroes of last year's 14-
14---Reaeltern
expected to play left half. Mike
Swistrrwicz figurtre the first
string fullback and Ralph Mc-
Gehee has a good chance to win
a starting tackle position. All
three are Tilden grads.
the top of the root system, the
stump is more valuable than the
trunk. It is dug out, sold separ-
ately, and cut into high-priced
thin veneers.
But getting back to ordinary
logs, you will want to remem-
ber that usable log material left
in the top of felled trees is
another source of waste. Such
waste may have been alright in
the days when we had more
.wood then we knew what to
do with, but it is regarded as
an extravagance today. The more
profitable practice is to cut low
stumps and short tops, putting
all good wood in between into
Salable logs of products.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
ONE FIFTY-THOUSANDTH OF AN OUNCE
In these days of precise measurement extremely fine tolerances
are commonplace. Machine-shop practice sometimes allows for
errors of but one ten-thousandth of an inch. Your pharmacist,
however, is often required to measure doses as infinitesimal as
one fifty-thousandth of an ounce ... or even less. He must weigh
amounts so minute that they could easily be placed on the head
of a pin.
If your pharmacist compounds for you a prescription containing
atropine sulfate the usual dose is 0.00001736 apotbecaries' ounce!
Scopolamine, strychnine and colchicine are among other drugs
that are likewise employed in exceedingly small doses.
Your pharmacist measures these amounts with accuracy
because long and rigid scientific training has accustomed him to
working with uncommon delicacy.—Repriard from a copyrighted
advertisement published by Parke, Davis dr Company, Detroit 32,
Michigan,
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COMPOSER HONORED ON 85th BIRTHDAY—Richard Strauss,
(right) world famous composer, talks with Dr. Hans Ehard,
Bavaria's minister-president, in Garmisch, Germany, during cele-
bration held to honor Strauss on his 85th birthday. Strauss re-
ceived many gifts, among them a priceless, 2,300-year-old Greek
statuette. He in return presented the city of Munich with a waltz
score composed in its honor. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Frank-
furt)
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
June 4, 1929. Little James
Walicer Lisanby, younger son
of County Attorney and Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby narrowly escap-
ed death by arsenic poisoning
Friday morning of last week.
I On finding the cotton center of
a Daisy fly killer sweet, the
Stevenson and Miss Linnie Low-little fellow sucked the poison
into his stomach. Immediate rY, Fredonia, left Sunday for
first aid rendered by physicians, Bowling Green where they are
family and friends, saved his attending Western Teaching Col-
life and he is now seemingly lege.
none the worse 'for the experi- • • •June 7, 1929. Mr. Gus Joinar
was an attendant at the national
radio show held this week at
Chicago. He received an honor-
ary trip, leaving last Saturday.
• • •
June 7, 1929. Mrs. M. R. Kevil
presents Miss Marianna Dawson
in recital Thursday morning
June 13, at 10 o'clock at the
George Coon Library.
• • •
June 7, 1929. An event which
was a rare treat to music lovers
and which elicited favorable
comment, was the piano recital
given by the lovely little lads
and lasses composing Miss Susie
Stevens music class . . . . The
class personnel is as follows:
Margaret Dean Coleman, Grace
Elizabeth Leech, Elizabeth Car-
ter, Charlotte Jones, Mary Mar-
garet Johnson, Kirribal Lowery,
Reginald Lowery, Jane Pepper,
Elizabeth Stephens, Mary Grace
Akin, Adeline Rowland, Evelyn
Jones, Cleo Noe, Dixie Leonard
Towery, Mary Hilda Pepper,
Clara Belle Cantrell, Nannie
Frances Cantrell, Joe Cantrell,
Virginia Beckner and Mildred
New savings on
G-E Home Freezers!
GENERAL (61,.) ELECTRIC
HOME FREEZER
41 4-CU-FT M00ft
This roomy 4-cu-ft model holds up to 140
pounds of assorted foods. Foods stay fresh
up to one year!
It's dependable General Electric—just look
at the wonderful features listed below!
No family can afford to be
without a home freezer.
It's one appliance that act-
ually returns • dollar-and-
cents dividend on your in-
vestment.., you begin to
save on your food budget
the minute you install a
freezer in your home.
AS LITTLE AS
2.00 A
WEEK
ofttor down porta**
(91 weeks to pal)
GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOME FREEZER
BIG 8-CU-FT MODEL
Buy your food to quantity when Ws cheap-
est, and keep until wanted in this big horns
freezer! Holds 280 pounds of assorted foods
In prime condition up to • year.
• AutemootAt temporgture tostrel
• Om...plow tteol cablaieto
• I" glom Moog litiaolaties
• kutotorstio lanoriet light
(11-4•41
• Iselosias rellrtgerseiag tyttalit
Stephens.
• • •
June 7 1929. Mrs. Buell
Rogers and little Betty Rogers of
Hopkinsville, are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. Creekmur and
other relatives here.
June 7, 1929. Miss Wendell
• • •
June 7, 1929. Sewer construc-
tion work on Locust St. will
be done this week.
• • •
June 7, 1929. Oscar Mitchell,
of Outwood visited his family
here Wednesday.
• • •
June 7, 1929. Mrs. C. V. Kil-
gore, Mrs. J. G. ICilgore and
Juanita Piercy, Eddy Creek, were
in Princeton shopping W.Wednes-
day.
Examination Announced
For U. S. Academies
An examination will be given
July 11 by the Civil Service
Commission to boys who want
to compete for appointments to
the U. S. Military Academy and
the U. S. Naval Academy. Age
limits are not less than 17
yeras nor more than 22 years on
entrance date for West Point
and not less than 17 years nor
more than 21 years on April 1,
1950, for Annapolis. Boys in the
First District who desire to
take the examination should
contact immediately Congress-
man Noble J. Gregory, House of
Representatives, Washington, • D.
C.
[By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
THE GARDEN
MM.MMMMIHOMMMMMIMMIIIIMIMMIOMOMMIMM
Dry Weather.—The writer's
thinking may be colored by Lex-
ington conditicms, but elsewhere
in the state, too, rainfall has
slackened, and "drought culti-
vating" would seem to be the
practice to follow. This is to atop
deep working of all crops and
substitute scraping or ."scalp-
ing" or shallow stirring, leaving
the soil surface as level as ni,.y
be. Later vegetable sowings
should be "listed," in shallow
trenches, to put the seed in deep-
er, more moist soil. Possibly,
lawn clippings might 'be used
as mulch material about toma-
toes, along 'bean rows and late
cabbage, just in case that rains
from now on are few and far
'between.
Tomato Bilght—This disease
always threatens, and when it
has come, it is too late to do
much about it. Rather, it is a
matter of prevention, covering
the plants with an armor that
the germs, blowing about in the
air, cannot penetrate. The time
for the first spraying is when the
first fruits are about the size
of a pea or soon after. If no
spraying has been done, that
time is now. Two more should
follow, 10 days apart. Covering
should be complete, leaves,
stems and fruit. The material is
"copper," and the list of trade
names isNlegion, practically all
neighborhoods in the state be-
ing supplied with one or another.
The spraying kind contains about
45% metallic copper, and the
"recipe" for using is two level
tablespoons per gallon of water.
The "coppers" come also in dust
Ky. Farm News
6ollatin county homemakers
repeated their flower order of
last year and again set out about
1000 gladiola bulbs.
LILL.Laurel... CAJFALE...44. .141.91Cf
last year grew a ton of tobacco
to the acre, or had an income
Of $1,000 in acre.
The Hickman Homemakers
Club members in Fulton county
have refinished 93 pieces of
furniture.
Less than 10 farmers in Hart
county grew 17A tobacco last
year; this year, 64 farmers are
using that variety.
Scott county homemakers' set
about 2,000 Tennessee Beauty
strawberry plants this spring in
their gardens.
More than 100 acres in Jes-
samine county were sowed in
April to alfalfa.
One hundred and sixteen 4-H
club girls exhibited at the Jet-
form, 5 to 7%, but dusting is a
poor second best to spraying,
especially when done with the
"pop-gun" dusters so generally
in use.
Beans.—For heavy sets of pods
no matter what the weather, Lo-
gan and US Refugee No. 5
("US5") should be used from
now on. One or the other of these
varieties may be obtained local-
ly almost anywhere or from a
peed catalogue.
Later Tomatoes.--Just in case
that blight slips in uoaware, now
is a good time to sow a packet of
Marglobe or Rutgers tomatoes,
for setting in mid-July. Or two
or three seeds may be dropped
"in place," to save transplant-
ing.
Late Cabbage.—In many gar-
dens, late cabbage does not
thrive because of a soil infec-
tion of Yellows. This may be
got around by using Wisconsin
All Seasons, starting plants now
or sowing seed "in place."
WHAT IF IT HAPPENS TO YOU
An Unavoidable MISHAP May
Cost You Your Home...
You are personally liable for damages
if a houseguest trips and breaks a leg
. . . if your dog bites the mailman . . .
if a maid is injured whtle on duty . . .
if a workman falls from a scaffold .
if a tree in your yard falls on a neigh-
bor's roof. Why take a chance? For
as little as $10, you can be protected
from personal liability damage suits up
to $10,000. Be sure . .. insure today!
PLAY SAFE -:- CALL US
S. Harrison St. Phone 2620
Modern signal tetna guide faster,
heavier trai -anti more of them—
safely to eir destinations.
T a signals help move freight
sins so efficiently that the average
cost to shippers last year was only
101/2 per cent greater than in 1921, al-
thouigh the average wage paid Illinois
Central workers increased 106 per cent.
Improvements such as these stand
guard between you and the high ma-
terial and wage costs that otherwise
would raise freight rates to equally
high levels.
Last year the Illinois Central spent
123,641,000 on new equipment and
other improvements, all purchased to
help us to earn your continued friend-
ship and patronage.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President
Jerson county Lally gaiiiients
they had made.
Approximately 10,000 pounds
of Ky. 31 fescue seed were us-
ed in Caldwell county in pas-
ture mixtures with Ladino
Six farmers in Menifee coun-
ty each bought 1,000 chicks in
preparation for a small ''scale
broiler industry.
Approximately 200 pieces of
furniture are being refinished
byl1Q 
mentekers In Hancock
county.
Seventy-five homemakers in
Fleming county attended a flow-
er and shrub exchange.
"here -err.. ear rostanetely---1,-
500 freezer iocker units in op-
eration in Henry county.
Poultry production in Elliott
county has Iticreased more than
30 percent over last year.
STOP TORTURING YOUR HAIR
with Permanents and chemicals
752
If you or•
refer. 11:piia'rtlyd owsi:d1!•=erfeA.dWeo°17,
and yaw stoney will b• refunded.
WOOD'S DRUG STORE
AVINGS
YOU'LL WONDER HOW PENNEY'S
DOES IT! FEEL THE QUALITY,
SEE THE LOW, LOW PRICE!
CHENILLE
SPREA
WHITE
YELLOW
PEACH
GREEN
y.itperily wade chenille spreads (the kind you've always
;.anted!) at a low, hsidget=Pering price! You can see
yearself whit eiskei these spreads's° apeeial ...
high pile big.almailrigalonuitholeied canter
Theri1sZ90'ri 106' friiiia big tâTol Get yours?
YES, FIRST QUALITY 51 GAUGE, 15 DENIER
NYLONS
for $1.00
Exceptional. rerfect top qirairip
wisp-shecr luxury hose at a hres
and-butter price! Newest hhadeal
Stock up nowt
WOMEN'S LACE TRIMMED
RAYON SATIN
SLIPS $1.29
GIRLS' RAYON PANTIES
fin .m.muu, ,
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Police Applicants
To Be Given Exams
Frankfort—June 14 Competi-
tive examinations will be given,
beginning July 11, for applicants
litstskerl ___Lenta.a.v
'state Police, Commissioner Guth.-
Crowe has-announced. dead-
line for applications is June 30.
Application blanks are avail-
able at all district offices and
at headquarters in Frankfort.
Information may be obtained
from any trooper at one of the
district offices. Time and place of
the exams will be announced
later.
Applicants making higest
grades on the examinations and
meeting qualifications ef the
Kentucky State Police will be
given interviews following the
exam. New troopers will be
taken into service as soon as
the examinations are finished
and it is determined which ap-
plicants made the highest grades.
All men will be hired on a com-
petitive basis.
Starting salary for a trooper
is $170 a month. He is given a
new uniform, as well as vaca-
tion time and sick leave with
pay.
After a trooper is hired, he
undergoes three weeks of train-
ing in police work and is given
a refresher course from time to
time thereafter.
Fescue And Ladino
Boost Milk Yields
A pasture of fescue and Ladi-
no clover increased milk pro-
duction by at least 15 percent,
or about 10 pounds of milk daily
per cow over other pastures,
said Glen Farmer, who lives in
the Crider neighborhood in
Caldwell county.
Mr. Farmer seeded a 20-acre
pasture last spring at the rate
of 10 pounds of fescue and one
pound of Ladino clover per acre
according to Farm Agent R. A.
Mabry. The field supported an
average of 50 hogs all winter,
and 18 head of dairy cattle since
March 1.
There are about 900 species of
.0 bat.
A.. •
'FALL GUY' IN BERLIN Rior IN BERLIN RIOT—Communist employe of Berlin railroad still rolls
with the punch as he hits gutter in one-punch knockout by anti-Communist rail striker standing over
him. Knockout took place in front of Soviet-administrated railroad headquarters in U. S. zone of
city. Passing barefoot boy gets a good look. Strikers ousted Soviet employes in free-for-all and
held possession until American zone police aided Russian officers to take back building. (AP Wire-
photo)
Pasteurization Stressed
For Safe Milk Supply
Following the proclamation by
Governor Earle C. Clements of
the month of June as Dairy
Month, Dr. Bruce Underwood,
State health commissioner, said
"Milk is our most important
food for every members of the
family. Milk and dairy products
are rich in the food elements
needed for health protection, but
they must be handled in a clean
and sanitary manner. Pasteuri-
zation of all dairy products is
their greatest safeguard. Un-
pasteurized milk and dairy pro-
ducts can be the source of seri-
ous illness, such as undulant
fever food poisonings, typhoid
fever and septic sore throat when
milk is exposed to contamina-
tion."
Miss Mildred Neff, nutrition-
ist on Dr. Underwood's staff,
Coming To
PRINCETON
11'
-....14 7407001/11111111.1....41,111M '
itiRs EEOIBrs
COMEDIANS
— — COMMENCING — —
MONDAY, JUNE 20
South's Most Beautiful Tent Theatre
TENT LOCATED ON BROWN'S LOT
25 PEOPLE ON STAGE TO ENTERTAIN YOU
— — Featuring — —
BOO A BRASFIELD
South's Favorite Comedian
Mahala, The Master Magician
In His Latest Sensation, Taking A Lady From A
Light Bulb
New Plays - - New Music - - New Vaudeville
New Tent
New DeLuxe Sound Covers Entire Tent
IT'S ALL NEW BUT THE NAME
Admission, All Tax. Incl. Children 25c
Adults 50c — Reserved Seats 25c
CONCERT EACH NIGHT AFTER MAk'')I SHOW lee & 25c
Doors Open 7, Orchestra 7:45 Curtain 8
added that dairy products are
an outstaning food value. They
supply vitamins and minerals
which would be much more ex-
pensive, if not impossible, to ob-
tain in other foods. Surveys she
has conducted indicate that Ken-
tuckians, especially children, do
not drink enough milk, needed
for cchildren's growth. Milk has
been found to extend the adult's
years of vigorous activity, she
said.
Children should drink a pint
and a half to one quart of milk
a day, and adults, at least one
pint daily, Miss Neff said.
Robert S. Jacob, Caldwell
county sanitarian, regularly sub-
mits samples of milk from Cald-
well county producers to the
State laboratory for tests as to
purity.
When tests show the milk is
not meeting required purity
standards conferences are held
with the producers and meas-
ures recommended for remedy-
ing the causes.
In some instances milk samples
have not met required purity
tests and constant vigilances on
the part of the Health Depart-
ment personnel is practiced to
insure the public of milk sup-
ply which meets the purity tests
requirements, Dr. W. L. Cash,
director, said.
An estimated 1,686,670 major
crimes occurred in 1948, the F.
B. I. reports.
Drainage water from low-ly-
ing New Orleans is disposed of
by a system that includes 11
pumping stations.
Pound Of Flesh
Des Moines, Iowa—(AP)—
When is it profitable to add
another 50 pounds to your
hog, and when is it better to
ship the porker to market?
A table based on studies
by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and state experi-
ment stations shows that
you can add 50 pounds to
a 200-pound hog with less
corn than a fatter hog.
It works like this. To
fatten a hog from 200 to 250
pounds it takes 4.5 bushels
of corn; to boost from 225
to 275 it takes 4.6 bushels;
from 250 to 300 it takes 4.8
bushels; and from 275 to 325
it takes 4.9 bushels.
U. K. Staff Change
Dr: Frank G. Dickey, assistant
to the dean at the University of
Kentucky College of Education,
has been appointed chairman of
the U. K. Division of School
Services, the appointment to be-
come effective July 15. He suc-
ceeds Dr. Charles R. Spain Who
has resigned the post to become
dean of instruction at George
Peabody College, Nashville. Dr.
Dickey is a native of Lexington
and holds the M. A. and Doctor
of Education degrees from the
University.
Some of those "pearls" which
look so smart on women's necks
are made of glass beads cover-
ed with the lacquered scales of
small fish such as herring.
Floods were common in New
Orleans before 1900 because the
levees were inadequate and the
city had no proper system of
drainage for excessive rainfall.
•re-
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Exclusive Peg Palmer print toasting a 10
gore skirt. 100 denier rayon crepe with
matching grosgrain. Blue on blue, spice on
aqua, grey on pink. As seen in Vogue maga-
zine. Mid-sizes 141/2 to 201/2:
Sula 4d elbia
( 
Literary
Guidepost
By Francis W. Carpenter
Behind The Curtain, by
John (,uther (Harper; $3)
.-..C1usis-.1rN))ri(Joit sL Commu
ism in and around the Iron Cur-
t-aid has •ConvInced Tolin-ann—tir
the best way for Americans to
fight Communism is to keep
their own house in order. Gun-
ther and his wife saw what the
Americans are doing in Greece
and Turkey and Italy; were per-
mitted to visit four Iron Cur-
tain count r i,es, Yugoslavia
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
Poland; and stopped at Vienna,
Berlin, Paris, and London. Then
he came up with his counsel to
Americans:
'Americans have, it would
seem, two prime duties: to try
to understand fully and with-
out blinkers every facet of what
Russia means and is, and to
maintain our own house in good
order. The way to deal with in-
ternal threats of Communism is
to improve ourselves; the way
to stop Russia without war is
to make America itself better."
Known for other books called
"Inside U. S. A." and Inside
Europe", and the like, Gunther
says he was almost tempted to
call this one "Inside Outside
Russia." He believes the Stalin-
Tito break was "on the level".
He predicts that the split be-
tween the national and interna-
tional conceptions of Communist
society may eventually turn out
to be a decisive factor in the
future of all these Iron Curtain
countries.
He makes the flat statettnent
that none of the "puppet states"
is equipped for war, is capable
of fighting a serious war or
wants war, lie says the basic at-
tittide of these countries to the
United States is "compounded of
react for our _power, 1snot:11We
anTlfar."
. Jen .th.e._overrisling let7
pression the visitor will get in
the Iron Curtain countries is
"poverty". But despite that pov-
erty, he tells of only one case
of personal corruption.
Gunther's book 'does not con-
tain much material that has not
already been covered in reports
of newsmen on the spot or by
special stories of correspondents
who have come home. It is not-
able mostly for the impression
WOULDN'T IT BE FUN
TO GIVE DAD
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
THIS FATHER'S DAY?
turr4
ALTON It
TEA'PLFTON
BLOCK MORN Or BUTLER NIGH
this observer of the international
scene has formed after his own
tour through the Soviet fringe.
One major point he makes Is
that much of the trouble be-
tween Russian and the other na-
tions is "Russian ignorance." On
Thursday, ju_ne 16, 1949,
the whole, he finda Americo.
wits
abroad
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The loot in the averagt 3gholdup was more than
For Hopkinsvine Sales Days Only
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PRICE SALE
LUGGAGE
RIGHT SMACK IN MID
-SEASON
23 PIECES INCLUDED
Closing Out Discontinued Patterns and Single
Pieces Left From Sets . . . All in
Good Condition.
NO OTHER
LUGGAGE
REDUCED
CORNETTE'S
GIFTS WALLPAPER BOOKS
Hopkinsville
TIRE SALE -------
Newlow.Price
ON THE TIRE THAT BUILT
9
ENERALS REPUTATION
FULL SIZE
FULL WEIGHT FAMOUS
FULL STRENGTH
8
AND YOUR OLD Till
6.00 IA
PLUS TAY
Come in-Compare all these
General Tire Quality Features
* LONG MILEAGE
* EXTRA STRENGTH
* DOUBLE GRIP TREAD
* SAFETY TRACTION
* EASY RIDING COMFORT
aoe Oce/e,
EASY PAY PLAN
FAMOUS MAKES
NEW CAR
TAKE OFFS
Traded in on new General Super
Squeegees. Som• driven a fewblocks, some a few miles. Yours
now at sensational savings. Also
guaranteed used tires.
UP 50° OFF NEWTO 0 TIRE PRICES
•
.14,1Anr •
ASK ABOUT OUR
we
TUBE DEAL
Get extra safety,
extra stability at
no extra cost.
4:41: • .446.::44.1-.' . L+,,
BARGAIN
SPARES
...and used tubes. Just whet 'e'
need in an emergency. PI.nt0 ' f
Num here with plenty of miter
left in them.
From $1.00
GENERAL AUTO SUPPLY CO.
Princeten, Ky.
''The Store Of Friendly Service"
J. A. Creasey, Sr. Phone 3240
fru r sd Y.
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Electrical Process Cuts Investigators At
Oehorning Time Greatly Arson Seminar
, ...; c -AP---Calveai modified head or lik_Placit' be cill
-lhc 
'-oried by -atertritsttyllt Orli.oh in contaet With the horn-
s.
sifth lime`  the -horn button kills the cells and
1.7tisa Experiment Dairy Sta- jug.
Only 2 1-2 minutes are requir-
Cir°"-- h method.
rdhethode has been so 
ed to complete the dehorning op-
- 
e:fnul experimentally that for eration by the electrical method.
., a six months all new This compares with 13 1-2 min-
. In our dairy herd at Clem- utes for the same operation when
,•aee been electrically de- using liquid caustic and 19 min-d," Lamaster said. utes with caustic stick.
, 
experimental electrical de-
. 
colisists of a conventional
Jig iron with a specially
•_now regmirc,m....., produelpg_sells at Haw boar of
Lamsster, chief of' the South prevents the horn from develop-
POSITIVE RELIEF
for
STOLCH SUFFERERS
RIMY Stomach Tablets are
oow available to you in Tablet
Form. For many years it was
necessary to have a Doctor's
frescription to get the Harvey
Stotaseh Treatment. This Doc-
tor's Formula is guaranteed to
relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
gassy, belchy, constipated, ner-
vous and run-down condition.
or your money back. Each box
at Harvey Tablets contains a
diet chart that points out the
food that causes excsesive gas,
bloating and stomach distress.
Sold only at
approach Si Cos.-
saencement Day 1949,
brings many idea schwa
seniors face to face with a
big question — what newt?
There's one big opportuni-
ty to which every high school
graduate should Five serious
consideration. This is the career
ered you in today's Regular
Army.
Few openingt in private en-
terprise offer you the leadership
training, the educational advan-
tages, the exciting travel and ad-
unture, the supervised sports
sad recreation programs and the
dean, wholesome, active life that
ma be yours with an Army en-
listment
Few openings offer you such
ownrudeship with America's On-
young men—for today—only
the best are acceptable for ser-
vice in the United States Army.
To win a place in today's Reg-
Anr.y you must pass phYliekat examinations that aretsegher — mental examinationslore difficult--than ever before.And with these more rigid re-quirements you will face keener
all-'reund competition for &a-lignment to the more than 200
wanes offered at Army tech-
The electrical dehorning meth-
caustic, Lamaster said, but lesspainful to the animal and com-pletely bloodless.
The date at which gunpowder
was first used in artillery inbattle is uncertain, but is be-lieved to be 1331.
You can't wear, eat,
drive or live in an
insurance. policy.
Through SERVICE it
gives you protection
against loss and
SERVICE is what you
get from this agent
the minute the policy
is ordered by you.
COMPLETE inSuPANCE SERVICE
nicei 
andminds 
sgegkalti sehoois.
Th4 re sin Wes
--pornoftfor
limited only by your abilityinitiative. Many Si today's gee..
era! officers began careers
as Privates. of today'sPrivates may be our future Gen-
erals!
Appointments to Officer's Can-didate Schools and to the U. 8.
Military Academy at West Point
are available to those who caa
make the grade. In what °theefield can you aspire so high?
You owe it to yourself to gel
all the facts. See the friendly re-
cruiting officer at your local
U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force
Recruiting Station today. He will
be happy to give you full details
without any obligation to you.
Four arson inves-
DWI-) from --Ire 'Kentucky
_Stale _Police- have juat completed
a seminar and training course in
arson detection and investigation
at Purdue University, Commis-
sioner of State Police Guthrie
Crowe announced today.
The men, Don C. Young, Lon-
don; Sam T. Buford, Jr., Louis-
ville; J. B. Wilson, Pleasurveille;
and Lindell V. Locke, Green-
ville; spent five days studying
and discussing the problems
which confont the arson investi-
gator. Leaders and specialists in
arson detection served as lectur-
ers for the course.
Since the first session in 1945,
the annual arson investigators'
training course has been recog-
nized as the international center
for this type of specialized train-
ing. Being the only program de-
voted entirely to the specialized
study and discussion of arson
prevention and control, the
course is attended each year by
persons from all parts of the
United States, Canada and other
countries.
"It is the plan of this depart-
ment to train men in every pos-
sible field of crime detection
and prevention, and this course
these men have just completed
will be of great benefit in stop-
ping arson in Kentucky," said
Commissioner Crowe.
Centre Sponsors State
Deliquency Meeting
The State-wide conference on
juvenile deliquency, slated in
Danville for June 14-15, to be
opened to the public, wil be
sponsored by Centre College and
at least eight Danville civic
groups. Eleven national and State
leaders in the study of juvenile
delinquency are to speak and
lead discussions.
First use of gunpowder in ar-
tillery was to batter fortifica-
tions and it was not used in the
field until late in 15th Century.
"I'm biding my time
until I get a Chevrolet
I want to be sure I get the most for my money!"
Come, see the new Chevrolet—the most beautiful buy of all—and
we believe you, too, will decide that it gives more for your money—
more fine-car beauty, more fine-car features, more EXTRA
VALUES of all kinds—at the lowest prices and with outstanding
economy of operation and upkeep!
Crops and livestock
.Id off the farm rob
the soil of its mineral
sootiness. You can
restore lost phos-
phorus with one ap-
plication of POUR
LEAF Powdered
Rock Phosphate and
intresse fertility.
LEADER, PRINCETON,
UNEQUAL BATTLE—GARDEN HOSE VERSUS FIRE EN ROOFWilliam P. Kiser vainly tries with a garden hose to halt the spreadof flames sweeping through the roof and upper floor of his homeat Pasadena, Calif. Fire was started by a spark from burning rub-bish and caused damage estimated at $5,000 before fire departmentput it out. A commercial photographer, J. Allen Hawkins, hap-pened by a few minutes after the fire started and made this un-usual picture. (AP Wirephoto)
Announcements
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidates
for State representative, subject
to the action of the voters at the
primary election, Saturday, Aug.6, 1949:
Democrats:
. WILLIAM L. JONES
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidatesfor +county judge, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
CLYDE 0. WOOD
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidatesfor county attorney, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
CLAUSCINE R. BAKER
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidatesfor sheriff, subject to the action
of the voters at the primary elect-ion, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
GLOVER J. LEWIS
HYLAN MITCHELL
SID SATTERFIELD
MACK RUSTIN
Republicans:
FREDERICK McCONNELL
MITCHELL CLIFT
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidates
for county court clerk, subject to
the action of the voters at the
primary election, Saturday, Aug.6, 1949:
Democrats:
PHILIP STEVENS
Republicans:
' JOHN B. MORGAN
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidates
for jailer, subject to the action of
the voters at the primary election,
Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
HAMPTON NICHOLS
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
YOU want theses EXTRA VALUES
exclusive to Chevrolet in its field!
WORLD'S CHAMPION VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINE
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
(with Dubl-Life Rivetiess Brake Linings)
LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN ITS FIELD,
with WIDEST TREAD, as well
5-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS
(with Extra Low-Pressure Tires)
CURVED WINDSHIELD with
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
FISHER UNISTEEL BODY CONSTRUCTION
iXTRA ECONOMICAL TO OWN—
OPERATE—MAINTAIN
D. Lou 4-Dur Buhr— Whoto akteudi Sr.. epherool el ••fra to•A
COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways
at its office, Frankfort, Ken-
tucky until 10:00 A. M.Central
Standard Time on the 24th day
of June, 1949, at which time
bids will be publicly opened and
read for the improvement of:
Caldwell County RS 17-382
Nabb Schoolhouse Road from
Ky. 139 to the Lyon County line,
3.6 miles, Reconstruction and
traffic bound surface.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequali-
fication requirements and neces-
sity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
covering subletting or assign-
ing the contract and the Depart-
ment's regulation which prohibits
the issuance of proposals after
4:30 P. M. on he day preceding
the opening of bids.
NOTE: A charge of $10.00 will
be made for each proposal. Re-
mittance must accompany re-
quests for the proposal forms.
Further information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be fur-
nished upon application to the
Frankfort Office. The right is
reserved to reject any and all
bids.
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
June 2, 1949
There are more than 120
species of asparagus.
flounce the following candidates
for county tax commissioner, sub-ject to the action of the voters at
the primary election, Saturday,
Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Republicans:
MISS MAGGIE M. DUNBAR
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an-
nounce the following candidates
for magistrate, subject to the act-
ion of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Republicans;
W. FRANK RILEY, DIST. NO. 5
Democrats:
JOHN LAWS, DIST. NO. 3
Fire Safety Commission
Appointed By Governor
Among the members of the
Kentucky Fire Safety Commis-
Earle C. Clements are John H.
Cox, -Madisonville; representing
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed-
eration; V. E. Anderson, Owens-
boro, Associated Industries of
Kentucky; John Oehlschlaeger,
Paducah, Veterans of Foreign
wars, and Enos Swain, Danville,
Kentucky Press Association. The
purpose of the 23-man commis-
sion is, according to Gov. Clem-
ents, "to explore every ramifi-
cation of the Commonwealth's
fire problem and come up with
a comprehensive plan for re-
ducing the State's tremendous
loss of lives and property due
to fire."
Electric Appliances
Make Life Easier
Todd county homemakers in
the past six months have simpli-
fied their work or made their
homes more comfortable and
convenient through the pur-
chase of the following: 16 elee-
tric ranges, 33 washing machines,
nine, home freezers, two dish
washers, 24 refrigerators, two
ironers, 19 water heaters, 31
hand irons, 78 lamps, 11 vacuum
cleaners, 11 mixers, five blan-
kets, 4 sewing machines, 60 elec-
tric pumps, and 106 small ap-
pliances, such as toasters, waf-
fle irons and the like.
--- •
Can Black-Draught
Help That Dull,
Dopey Feeling?
Yes, Black
-Draught may help thatdull, dopey feeling if the only rea-
son you feel that way is because of
condi Hon. Black-Draught, thehucative, is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as di-
rested. It costs only a penny or lessdose. That's why it has beena best-seller with four generations.If you are troubled with such symp-toms an loss of appetite, headache,
upset stomach, flatulence, physicalfatigue, sleeplessness, mental hazi-
ness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to consti-pation — then see what Black-Draught may do for you, Oct •package today.
Princeton Motor
Sales
We Do All Kinds of Mechani-
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your
Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the saw thing.
BOTTLED UNDER ALTIORITY OP MI COCA-COIA COMPANY SY
HOPKINSVILLIII COCA-COLA MOTTLINo COMPANY
Beer was brewed by most of
the monasteries Of the Dark and
Middle Ages. The development
of brewer's art owes much to
the superior .Jmoanhi.jL the
Walker Has It
Gifts for All
Occasions
Walker's Drug & Jewelry
They may not
know it except
M their most secret
day-dreams /
Extra ! Extra!
JACK BENNEY & ROCHESTER
In "THE SPIRIT OF '49"
COMIC NEWS
IT
WILL
HOLD
YOU
AS
NOTHING
BEFOREP,
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Added!
"MY OWN UNITED STATES"
In Technicolor
"The MacAcademy Awards"
"Funshine State"
Bill Mick
Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE
109 Short Street
Loaded Six-Guns
ACTION MUSICAL thrills !
THE HOOSIER
HOT SHOTS
KIRBY GRANT
2ND. FEATURE!
1111111106 DRUMMOND
TOYS WITN FAIN in
1.1M1
MIMS
10M CONWAY*
"Belot Brommlor
Plus! Chap:er 3
"G-MEN NEVER FORGET"
Siarong Gene K ELLY
Esther WILLIAMS
Frank INATRA
BETTY GARRETT =7:::=
Plus!
THREE STOOGES COMEDY
PASSING PARADE
NEWSREEL
NO IC: Please call No. 2141 and giv• items for this ease to whoever
of the news.
-frivells-Parker-
Miss Clara Martyne Sivells,
-daughter -of --kffr. and -1"firs.-T.
Sivells, and Mr. Robert Pipkin
Parker, son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Parker, were
married Sunday afternoon, June
12, in the First Baptist Church,
Princeton.
The impressive single ring
ceremony, performed by the Rev.
erend H. G. M. Hatler, was wit-
nessed by members of the im-
mediate families.
Attendants were Mrs. James
D. Ilunt, sister of the bride, and
Mr. Hunt.
Mrs. Parker has for the last
few years taught in the high
ischool of Bristol, Tenn., Mr.
Parker is a farmer of the Cobb
community. The couple will re-
side at their home of Route 3,
Princeton.
Picnic Planned
Young people of the Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church have
planned a picnic Thursday after-
noon at Kuttawa Springs. The
row wiii iefive the ehtirCh Tit
3 o'clock.
Paducah Club To Hear
Dr. Engelhardt Friday
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt will give
a lecture on roses at the meet-
ing of the Paducah Garden Club
Friday. The meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Leo Keiler,
beginning at 2:30 o'clock. A tea,
served in the garden, will fol-
low the program.
Circle No. 2, WSCS,
Will Meet Monday
Circle No. 2, Women's Society
of Christian Service, Ogden Me-
morial Methodist Church, will
meet at 7.30 o'clock Monday
night, June 20 at the parsonage.
Mrs. Summers Brinson will be
hostess. Mrs. George Pettit will
be in charge of the program.
Blend creamed cottage cheese;
with mayonnaise or creamy-type
dressing and serve over wedges of
lettuce; sprinkle with finely cut
pimento-stuffed olives.
DuPont Dairy Cattle Spray
Wettable
All types Spray and Sprayers
•
Screen Wire and Screen Doors
Thermos Jugs
Ice Cream Freezers
Electric Fans
Lawn Hose
Power Mowers
Electric Hedge Trimmers
•Domo Cream Separators
•
Fishing Tackle and Sporting Goods
LanIMoonclrde
The Lottie
---
Moc.eoLthe
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Gordon Glen Tues-
day night, June 7.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Robert Jacob, reading from
1st John 2:19-17 and Hebrews
11:24-27. Mrs. W. E. Willis gave
a most interesting program, en-
titled "Christ, the Answer for
Questing Youth."
The hostess, assisted by Nancy
and Johnny Glenn, served a de-
licious salad plate to Mrs. Wil-
lie Larkins; Mrs. Ova Shelton;
Mrs. Tommy Ryan; Mrs. W. E.
Willis, Mrs. Claude Koltinsky,
Mrs. Robert Jacob, Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby, Mrs. Cecil Smith; Misses
Gwendolyn Booker and Mary
Wilson Baker.
The meeting adjourned for a
picnic meeting in July.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor and Bob
and Nancy Taylor spent last
Wednesday and Thursday in
Louisville.
• • •
Mrs. McLin Mason, Mrs. R. S.
Mason, Bob Mason and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr., and son,
Robert Mason, are spending a
two weeks' vacation touring in
Florida.
• • •
Mrs. L. E. Babcock, Oklahoma
City, Okla., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Dixie Vivian, and
sister, Mrs. Berdie Moore, W.
Market street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bray,
Evansville, Id., spent last week-
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Carter, Wilson
Warehouse Road.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Overbeek,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Eldred, West Main street. Mrs.
Overbeek is the former Louise
I Kelley, daughter of the late Mrs.
Frances Eldred Kelley.
• • •
Mrs. D. R. Mossbarger, Anchor-
age, is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Summers Brinson, and Dr.
Brinson.
Dr. E. 0. Williamson, Mr. and
Mrs. M. G. Williamson, Gurley,
Ala., and Edwin Powell, Hunts-
ville, Ala., were the guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Wil-
liamson.
* *
Mrs. E. C. Word spent several
BRIDAL DRESS IS INSPECTED—A youngsici bliam mother's arms ti, inspect gown of brideof Lt. John E. Miller of Aberdeen, S. D., as couple leaves Cadet Chapel following marriage at U. S.Military Academy, West Point, N. Y. (June 7). Bride is former Janice N. Walker, of Athens, Tenn.Bridegroom was commissioned a second lieutenant prior to the wedding in academy graduation ex-ercises. (AP Wirephoto)
days last week in Mayfield as
the guests of her sister, Mrs.
Fred Fay. While there she shop-
ped in Paducah.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Jones,
who teaches in San Antoni7
Texas, has arrived to spend the
summer vacation with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones,
Route 6; Princeton.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cameron,
Campbell Harold and Sharon
Ann Cameron and Miss Margaret
Clark, Memphis, Tenn., spent
several days this week in St.
Louis, Mo.
• • •
Mrs. M. J. Kahn and child-
ren, Eddie, Dickie and Judith
Ann, of Hawkinsville, Ga., are
guests of her mother, Mrs. F.
E. White, Locust street.
• • •
Mrs. C. L. Whitesel and daugh-
ters, Marian and Lita Sue, ci
Union City, Ind., are visiting
Mrs. Whitesel's mother, Mrs. F.
E. White, Locust street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Randolph
and children, Tommy, Bill and
Sarah Emily, of Albuquerque,
N. M., are spending this week
with Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
W. Main street.
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., student at
Georgia Tech, Atlanta, arrived
Sunday for a visit to his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Tay-
lor, Locust street. He will leave
soon for St. John's Military
Camp, Delafield, Wis., where he
A Business Without
Advertising
IS A PERFECT SET-UP FOR TROUBLE
In times of easy-spending perhaps a business is
able to get by without advertising. . . although
it is not a sound policy. As the public bcomes
more price-conscious the intelligent merchant
steers clear of the rocks of bankruptcy by syste-
matic advertising. It is not necessary for the
small merchant to run large ads in fact that ex-
treme may end as disastrously as a non-advertis-
ing policy, but, bear this in mind, if you wish the
customers to keep returning to your store it is a
good policy to keep your store name consistently
before them—in the form of newspaper advertis-
ing.
Presbyterian And Cum-
berland Churches Have
Joint Session
The Vacation Bible School
sponsored jointly by Central
Presbyterian and Cumberland
Presbyterian Churches opened
Monday at Eastside Grade School
with an enrolment of 30. More
were expected to enrol Tues-
day. and Wednesday.
The program includes Bible
stories and study, worship, hand-
work, music and recreation.
Hours are from 8 o'clock until
11, Monday through Friday. The
school will continue until June
24.
Superintendents and their as-
sistants in the various depart-
ments are Mrs. Allen Oliver, as-
sisted by Mrs. H. P. Blackburn,
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Oliver,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, George Edward, Fri-
day, June 10. The baby weighed
eight and a half pounds
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Mitchell, Route 3, Princeton, on
the arrival of a daughter Thurs-
day, June 9. Ruby Mae wieghed
seven and a half pounds.
beginner; Mrs. W. H. Pettit and
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan, primary;
Mrs David W. Schulherr and
Mrs. Dorrell E. Bodenhamer,junior, and Mrs. J. R. Beesley
and Mrs. Allison Aiken, inter-
mediate. Rev. David W. Schul-
herr is general superintendent.
James Hunter is in charge of
recreation and Miss Jean Berry
will take care of the music.
Mark Twain patented in 1873
a book which did not have a
single word in it yet 25,000
copies of it were sold. It war a
self-pasting scrapbook.
in Embroidered Eyelets
FUTURE PERFECT... Foretold for thistwo•piece design...a whirl of a season, .
a world of junior gaiety! The embroider.
ad lawn blouse is soft and cool... the
rayon butcheelin skirt is slim and grace-ful. Junior slats 0 to 13.
Officers for the coming year
were 1111-.1 at Monday night's
lataisistwess-stawitikMa—
feasionui Women's Club at First
fluistlan Church.
A report on the State conven-
tion was presented by Mrs.
Lucille Hammond. Others who
attended the convention were
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, Miss
Virginia Morgan and Miss Vir-
ginia McCaslin.
Members elected to the club
at a recent called meeting were
Miss Pamelia Gordon and Mes-
dames Louise Craig, Lucille
Sherman, Martha Stevens and
Sudie Cash Griffin. Guests were
Mrs. L. E. Babcock, Oklahoma
Thursday, June 16, 194
Dale Faughn To Teach
Agriculture At FredoniaDale Faughn, graduate of
ray State College, Murray,been elected 
associateculture teacher at Fredonia •School. He will  Akada_etv
•-e--c—tau and will aid laveteran farmer, training
Mr.- Faughrn, of the
neighborhood, will 
assUlatduties Jujy I. He will leaveday to take a two and aweek's course at the Unite
of Kentucky, LexingtonFaughn took his practice teating at the University or N.tucky last semester.
City, Okla.; Mii,s Mary
beth Jones, Route 6, and 14Nell Banister.
Don't take chances with hail
Avoid worry and possible catastropheIt costs no more to insure early, rates reasensable.
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
TIMES YOUR
WATCH
512e Ai/
PqiNT`) _THE TICKS OF WATCH
91[111 Wend( 2
,gEL
CONTROLLED BY .
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Timed to the octu,ii
of the stars
RUSSELL'S JEWELRY
EVFNING STAR—Maks a romantic
... it's bound to come true when youwear this one-piece dress with its dan-cing
-wide skirt and fitted, femininebodice! liimbroldered and plain fawn isjunior sizes 9 tb U.
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Fine sheer lawns,
colorful dimity,
highly mercerized
and sanforized
to launder
beautifully .
In small neat
Patterns or
stripes . . •
All guaranteed
fast color by
Loomcrest
Lots of new
atterns to
choose from.
ou paid 98c for this
uality last
hursday, June 16, 1949
omemaker News
quinn 4-11 club held its
monthly, meeting on
13y afternoon, June L
. 
meinhers answered roll
014init..lhatt -7:vacation
Ch
Mrs. ITOpkins, were pres-
Roy Massey, Jr., vice-presi-
t, called the meeting to order
presided through the busi-
ssion. Anna Rose Hill led
ite to the flag and the
,ge. Ella Mae Massey led
p in singing "Old Mac
Farm." The Mines
:wig a duet. Luretta
had charge of the recre-
edu1 e6,
2 o'clock, Friend-
IN. Harold Smith, boa-
:7, 7:30 o'clock, Bethany,
.rve Nichols, hostess.
21, 2 o'clock, Otter Pond,
. 
Homer Mitchell, hostess.
ne'22, 1.30 o'clock, Farmers-
Mrs. R. T. Thompson, hos-
e 23 2 o'clock, Eddy Creek
Hershel Drennan, hostess.
24, 2:30 &clock, Hopkins-
id, Mrs. Bernard Jones
Eddyville Road .
The Eddy ville .Road Home
makers met at the home of
Mrs. G. U. Griffin, June 10.
Mrs. W. H. Beck presided at
the' business meeting with the
election of officers for the com-
ing club year beginning in Sep-
tembe.,--Mr4 
._Chareas Hifaitird
I8Edth'ë'déVótional, made the
rounch 'report and gave litera-
ture on "Care and Prevention of
Illness in Home and Communi-
ty". Recreation was under the
direction of Mrs. Beck,
Thirteen members answered
the roll call. Present were: Mrs.
J. W. Hollingsworth, Mrs. Drew
Hubbard, Mrs. Charles Hubbard,
Mrs. G. U. Griffin, Mrs. Alvin
isanby, Mrs. L. B. Lisman, Mrs.
Arch Martin, Mrs. J. M. Tichen-
or, and Mrs. K. P. Hobgood.
Lakewood
The Lakewood Homemekers
Club had their June meeting at
the home of Mrs. L. M. Sells.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Robert Morse and the
thought-for-the-month by Mrs.
Sells. The major lesson was pre-
sented by Mrs. Cook Oliver.
Present were Mesdames Cook
Oliver, Robert Morse, Fred Stew-
art, Seldon Pruitt and L. M.
Sells.
A serious crime occured every
18.7 seconds in 1948, the F. B. I.
reports.
SEE OUR BETTER
Cotton And
Crepe
DRESSES
Latest
Styles
one and
two-piece
New cap sleeves
in Butcher Linen,
Washable silks,
sanforized
chambrays,
pastel broad-
cloths .. tissue
ginghams . . .
12 to 44 . your choice
Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner W. G. Walrond, Mgr.
TIME FOR COOL
DRESSES!
:r4
ear yd
59c
FEDERATED
r".
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Bisbee s Comedians Tax Rate Fixed
In Princeton All
Week, June 20-25
'l'iItat&e.Aocrs otPrinç,9s
4iiweicome- the news thst tits-
bee"3 Camedians wil begin a
week's engagement here next
Monday, June 20. Truthful ad-
vertising and honorable business
methods have given Bisbee's
Comedians a top-ranking posi-
tion in the entertainment world.
This year the show has been
enlarged and the congenial man-
ager, J. C. Bisbee, promises his
patrons the most beautiful tent
theatre in the South. Every-
thing is new but the name. A
new deluxe sound covers the en-
tire tent.
Bisbees Comedians always
find a warm welcome in Prince-
ton. Few shows have built up a
finer reputation for clean, whole-
some entertainment—the kind
the present day public wants—as
comedian, Boob Brassfield, are
has the Bisbee's Comedians.
Following that ever popular
such artists at Mahala the Mas-
ter Magician, those famous Far-
ren Twins, recording and radio
artists, Herbie Roland, one of the
out-standing dancers of all times,
Dot and Jess Sund, living mari-
onettes, Kitty and Cille, tap
dancers, Bob Fisher and his
Dixie Swing Band, Mundee and
June, Jugglers supreme, Ernest
Vevea, impersonator, Trixie Mas-
kew, song and dance artist, your
old friends, Leo and Maxine
Lacey, Kitty Farren, one of the
three lady ventriloquists in the
world, with a whole bevy of
beautiful dancing girls. These
are a few of the outstanding
novelty acts that work between
the regular acts of the plays.
The plays are from the latest
Royalty Releases, and combine
laugh and tears in their plots,
with novelty vaudeville presen-
tations between acts.
Two shows nightly — Main
show curtain 8 o'clock.
Concert starts at 10 o'clock.
Deaths & Funerals
Millidean Wood
Funeral services for Millidean
Wood, 15, who died Monday,
June 13, after an illness of three
weeks, were conducted Wednes-
day afternoon at the residence.
Rev. H. G. M. Hatter was in
charge. Burial was in the Mill-
wood cemetery. Miss Wood was
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James P. Wood, W. Young street.
Zack Lusby
Zack Lusby, 52, a brother of
. N. Lusby, Princeton, died in
a Louisville hospital last Friday
nd was burned at his hhome,
Elizabethtown, Sunday afternoon.
B. N. Lusby attended the final
rites.
(Continued !ruin Page One)
ices, $600; other expenses in-
cluding capital outlay of $(1,381.-
79 and debt service of $4,770.
Outstanding indebtedness was
itatsa ax vuttd- bonds, $13,50011ind
holding company 4onds, C9,-
500.
The Caldwell county budget
is administration or general, $8,-
000; instruction, $69,000; opera-
tion school plant, $5,000; main-
tenance school plant, $3,893.51;
fixed charges, $5,000; auxiliary
services, $15,000; transfer of tui-
tion to other districts, $8,000;
capital outlay, $9,700, and debt
service $3,200. Total outstand-
ing indebtedness is funding
bonds, $3,000.
At the meeting of the Prince-
ton Board of Education which
set up the budget teachers elect-
ed were Paul Tillman, science,
and Miss Mary Jane Walls, Eng-
lish, both at Butler. Mr. Tillman,
Mayland, was graduated this
June from Western State Col-
lege. Miss Mary Jane Walls,
Madisonville, is also a Western
graduate. Miss Walls and Mr.
Tillman will be married before
the beginning of the school year,
Mr. Pollard has been informed.
Mrs. J. L. Hicks, who has been
teaching at Franklin Junior High
School, Paducah, was chosen to
teach home economics, a position
left vacant by the resignation of
Mrs. Earl Adams. Mr. Hicks will
be attendance officer and keep
study hall.
Emergency teachers named
were Mrs. N. H. Talley, Mrs.
Paul Cunningham, Mrs. Kay
Pruett, all at Eastside, and Miss
Dorothy Wood. Junior High
School English at Butler.
All vacancies have now been
filled at Butler and Eastside, Mr.
Pollard said, but two still exist
at Dotson.
Beginning this year' private
tuition to Eastside and Butler
will be payable in advance, the
board announced. Contract for
additional Plumbing at Butler
was awarded B. N. Lusby.
Fredonia FFA Boys
(Continued from Page One)
531.02, leaving a labor earning
of $1,685.92. Total hours requir-
ed were 599 to make a project
labor income of $2.81 an hour.
One boy had hay for his pro-
ject, 100 acres producing 150
tons. Total credit was $800. To-
tal expense was $450, leaving a
labor income of $350.00. There
were 250 hours of labor required
for this project making a labor
earnings of $1.40 an hour.
One poultry project of 140
hens produced 1,604 dozen eggs
and meat valued at $1,180.93.
Cost to produce was $461.66. La-
bor income of $719.27 with 427
hours of labor required making
a labor earnings of $1.68 an
hour.
There was only one water-
melon and cantaloupe project
consisting of one acre that pro-
duced around 965 melons and
cantaloupes bringing $248.75. Ex-
penses were $53.86 making la-
bor earnings $1.94.89. Number
of hours required was 254, mak-
ing labor earnings 77 cents an
hour.
One sheep project of eight ewes
and seven lambs produced 610
pounds of lamb and 80 pounds
of wool. Total credits were $458.-
16 and total expenses were
$272.32, leaving labor earning
of $183.84. Hours spent on pro-
ject were 61 making a labor earn-
ing of $3.01 an hour.
There were two vegetable gar-
projects totaling one acre. To-
tal project credits $590 with total
charges $94.55 making pupils la-
bor earnings $495.45. Self labor
was 484 hours, making labor
earnings $1.02 an hour.
FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.
No obligation for free estimates. Call us coi-
led or drop us a card.
0. BERKLEY
WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.
1723 Broadway Paducah, Ky. Phone 275
FOR ROOFING AND,SIDEWALL WORK
title to the effect that if the
county sold it it would teVert
to the heirs of A. C. Mays, which
lf Fording  t-.0..Aul And is untrue..
- for your Intormatton:-- —
:Yours- very truly..
C. A. Pepper
Deed Conveys Property
To County Officials
According to court records, the
deed entered into by A. C. Mayes
and Annie M. Mayes, his wife,
parties of the first part, and W.
S. Randolph, judge of the Cald-
well County Court, and justices
of the peace of the county and
all their successors in office, ...
the said A. C. Mayes and Annie
M. Mayes, his wife, do by these
presents bargain, sell and con-
vey unto the parties of the sec-
ond part ... to have and to hold
the foregoing described lot, piece
or parcel or ground (the hitch-
rack lot) and its appurtenances
unto them in trust or for the
use and benefit of Caldwell
county as aforesaid forever with
Covenant of "General Warran-
ty". Except a lien is hereby re-
tained on said lot to secure the
payment of said $300.
Teakwood, prized hardwood
for shipbuilding, will not bloat
in water just after it is felled,
but must be hewn to the heart-
wood, dated and left standing to
dry for about three years.
Toothpicks of gold and silver
were widely used by the Ro-
mans, who also brushed their
teeth with a substance known
as "dentifricium".
County Can Sell ' Mrs. Mohr Is ChosenJunior League Official
-iii Page One) 
there w. drictions in the 
Announcement has been made
of the appointment of Mrs. Sid-
ney Mohr, Jr., to be a regional
director of the Association of
iuMer_Leggies Aniexlsa.. A
-daughter of Phil Freier-and the
late- Isteyrrie -Pettit Frazer,- Mrs,
Mohr was elected by the Nation-
al Board of the Association and
will have in her jurisdiction 12
Junior Leagues in major cities
of the Southhern States. She re-
sides in Montgomery, Ala.
Pearl-essence, made of scales of
small fish, is sometimes mixed
with molten glass to achieve
decorative glass ornaments. It
is also used in some nail polishes.
MUrders and felonious assaults
are frequent in the summer
months, while crimes against
property generally increase in
the winter months.
Man's deepest burrowings to-
ward the core of the earth have
been made in mining gold.
EL ECTRONIC SCIENCE
TIMES YOUR
WATCH
?hi, Woods i.
eichpn
TOUR WATCH TESTED FREE
Paulson Time-O-Graf
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Cooking Confer. The
Electric Range Automatic-
ally provides the exact
cooking temperature
needed. The result is lus-
cious meals that make your
mouth water, cakes even
better than Mother used to
make--everything done to
perfection. Surrounding
work surfaces and storage
cabinets keep cooking uten-
sils and food supplies within
arm's reach.
Dishwashing Center. Am-
ple work space for stacking
used dishes and cooking
utensils. The Electric Dish-
washer handles not only
dishes and silver, but pots
and pans as well—gets them
squeaky clean and dry with-
out wiping.
Rafrigswatian Contar.The
Electric Refrigerator pro-
vides ample storage space,
and large freezing capacity
for ice cubes and frozen
desserts. Adjacent work
surfaces provide space for
food preparation.
Whirling Sleepers
The average person turns in
his sleep every 13 minutes, ac-
cording to researchers. They say
this is the reason the demand
for twin beds has increased 60
percent &ince the war.
Television Turn-Table
A new table has a roller-beat-
ing turntable top so that you do
not have to disturb yourself to
get the best view of the tele-
vision screen. It is available in
5-ply walnut or mahogany.
tqt
Sunday Is
FATHER'S
DAY
Remember Dad with a
Gift from Our Store.
We can dress him
from Theacito toe".
"Dad 'n Lad Store"
llllllllll 
11111111111111111111111111111M
To fit your plans, the kitchen of your dreams must be prac-
tical. It should do most of your work for you—automatically.
It will, too, if it is built around the three "Electric Time-
Saving Centers." Your kitchen can be pretty, too, because
there's practically no limit to the ways you can decorate it.
And it's so easy to keep clean.
You don't have to spend the customary one-third of your
time in the kitchen if electricity is helping you. You have
more time for leisure.
You can cook whole meals while you're out for the after-
noon. You can save on your food money by buying in quan-
tities, and through less spoilage. As for dishwashing—just
stack everything in your dishwasher, dose the door, press a
button, and forget about dishes.
It isn't necessary to install the whole kitchen at once. As
you can afford it, install a "center" at a time. But be sure
to see that All-Electric kitchen at your dealer's today.
THE ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHEN AT YOUR APPLIANCE
Adequate Wiring is the heart of
your Electric Kitchen. Adequate Wiring
simply means large enough electric wires to
serve your needs today and tomorrow, enough
circuits to prevent overloading, and plenty of
outlets and switches to assure convenience.
DEALER'S I
POEM TI'. 40spog• "Kitchisnizar's
Olgust" Is pocketd full of facts, di-
agrams, plans — evorythIng you'll
nuad to plan your Ideal klichon.
Color photos. A post cord to our
offic• will bring your copy, MIL
Send tor It • TODAY)
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Small Charge For
Testing Soil
The Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station announces
that the work of testing soil
samples for farmers has be-
come so heavy that a small
charge will be made beginning
July 1, to cover in part the cost
of the work.
It has 'been the custom of the
Experiment Station to make a
limited number of soil tests
without charge. There was no
formal provision for such serv-
ice, but the limited number of
requests made it possible for
station chemists to perform the
work along with their regular
duties. Increased demand, how-
ever, it is announced, has made
C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Princeton Marion
Not for a day but for
all time.
Established 1907
Phone 2441
For over 40 years we
have stayed and paid
Berries Bring Cash
Farmers in Knox county ei.
turning to strawberries as
cash crop, notes County Age,'
psai._ H. Willizmts, a tot.,
41,350 plants-having—Vied plc,'
ed in April. Roscoe Teague corn
pleted his three-acre tract b.
setting 3,000 plants, and thi
year harvested 'berries from 2,/2
acres. Frost is said to have dam-
aged the crop thoughout the
county 'by 60 percent.
it necessary to make more de-
finite provision for testing soil
samples.
Through local assistance, 13
counties in Kentucky now have
their own laboratories where
farmers can get soil sample'.
tested, and a number of otht
counties are in the process
organizing laboratories. Techn
cians trained by the College
Agriculture and Home Econom
ics are in charge. Farmers in
counties having laboratoric,
should have their soils test,'
in them, it is stated.
The charge at the Experiment
Station will be 85 cents a
sample for the first two samples
and '70 cents for each remaining
sample when :all are sent in at
the same time.
Over 125,000 homes
prokn, 3 apinst termites
by Terminix!
• CombiningDebts
All in One -
Saves CashEacbMonth
s EasilyDone !
\ 13in Paean
Ask for fro* lospocfloe
id resit- property
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 3715
Autboritod Reprewmataave ell
Olbio Volley Tenatinft
A. Advisrilsod Isa"The P•o•
Trying to pay something on
each of a number of bills,
each month, is like keeping
the plates in one cupboard,
the cups in another, the
saucers somewhere else and
so on. Much better . .. and
more convenient . . . to
have them all in one place. So it is with your debts. The
small monthly payments on a friendly cash loan, to pay them
in full, will save you considerable cash and bother each
month. Why not phone or come in and see exactly how much
it will save you?
V...(te Oat MVO atslista "teltaiegeot Aida . . Longer
terms mean lower payments for you. This plan is now avail-
able on Most types of loans.
W. MARKET ST. PHONE 2881
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
Boon to Busy
Housewives • • •
—••
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FATHER OE FIVE IS GRADUATED—William White (right,
rear), Army Air Forces veteran from Maywood, Ill., a Chicago
suburb, brought his own cheering section when he received his
diploma at Loyola University of Chicago. Proud of their dad
are (1. tor r.) Tom, 3; Evelyn, 4; Billy, 5; Kathleen, 2, and one-
year-old Patricia, held in her mother's arms. White received a
:bachelor of science degree. (AP Photo)
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Princeton, Ky.
Waterworks
Improvements
Sealed proposals will be receiv-
ed by the City of Princeton, Ken-
tucky at the office of the City
Clerk until 7:00 P. M. Central
Standard Time July 11, 1949 for
the construction of additions to
and. alterations in the existing
municipal water treatment plant,
at which time and place, and
promptly thereafter, all proposals
received will be publicly opened
and read aloud.
Work to be performed under
the provisions of the contract
Walker Has It
Fiesta --- LuRay
Walker's Drug & Jewelry
MEMORIALS
for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
Henry Sz Henry
Phone 3284 Princeton, Hy.
A Convenient Extension Telephone
Saves Steps—Saves Time
An extension telephone within easy reach
makes your household run more smoothly—
makes your telephone service more valuable
by increasing its usefulness.
One or more extension telephones can now
be installed in your home at surprisingly low
cost. You don't need to write us or come to tits
office. hut Call the Telephone Business Office
and order yours today.
CONVINIENCI
SOUTHERN BILL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Too
"Thanks to our 144$411$
homemakers clubs on step-say
hag, and with the convenience of
rural electrification and 'bottled
gas, I now have a convenient,
pleasant and, I think, quite a
beautiful kitchen," writes Mrs.
C. F. Towe of Webster county.
"Our kitchen is a 16-foot room
with a four-foot off-set on one
side where the old coal-burning
range stood. The dish cabinet
was in the far corner of the room
28 feet away, The kitchen cabi-
net was on the opposite wall.
No one knows how many steps
I took to prepare a meal but I
was often too tired to enjoy
eating.
"Now we have built-in cabi-
nets with refrigerator on the
extreme right, the mixing cen-
ter next, then the sink and the
clearing-away center, with a 30-
'rich cabinet space between it
old the bottled gas stove.
"Words can't express how
much I have enjoyed out step-
saving kitchen since we remodel-
ed and rearranged it after the
lessons given by Miss Ida Hag-
man of the College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics."
documents and plans will ineiaide;
the construction of a new filter
and chemical storage building
and a new contact La'sin complete
with slurry type basin equip-
ment; the remodeling of existing
structures as required; the furn-
ishing and installation of filter
and chemical equipment, includ-
ing all cast iron pipe, fittings,
valves and valve operating
stands, controllers, loss of head
gauges, filter media and under-
drains, miscellaneous small pip-
ing and appurtenances for two
new 375,000 gallon daily filter
units (at 3 gallon per sq. per
mm.); two dry chemical feed ma-
chines, one wash water pump,
carbonation equipment and; mis-
cellaneous new yard piping in-
cluding connections to existing
piping or structures as required.
Copies of the plans, specifica-
tions and other proposed contract
documents are on file at the of-
fice of the City Clerk, Princeton,
Ky. and in the office of Black &
Veatch, Consulting Engineers,
4706 Broadway, Kancas City 2,
Missouri. Contractors desiring
plans and specifications for use
in preparing bids may obtain a
set of such documents from the
Consulting Engineers at the ad-
dress stipulated above upon 'de-
posit of $10.00. The full amount
of the deposit for one set only of
such documents will be refunded
to each bidder who has made
such deposit and who has filed his
bid with the Owner as directed
in this notice and upon the forms
as prescribed upon the return of
all documents not filed with his
bid. $5.00 of each other deposit,
including deposits made to se-
cure documents for subcontract-
ors' estimating purposes, will be
refunded upon the return of all
documents covered thereby, all
within thirty days after the bids
are opened. After award of con-
tract, copies of plans and specifi-
cations will be issued free of
charge to the successful bidder
for construction purposes as speci-
fied in the Contract Documents.
Each bidder shall file with his
bid a Cashier's check or a certi-
fied check drawn on an accept-
able bank, or an acceptable bid-
der's bond, in an amount of not
less than 5 per cent of the total
amount of his bid. Bids received
after the stipulated closing time
will be returned unopened.
The bidder to whom the con-
tract is awarded will be required
to furnish a performance bond
acceptable to the City of Prince-
ton, Kentucky, in the amount of
100 per cent of the contract, in
conformity with the requirements
of the proposed contract docu-
ments.
No bid may be withdrawn
within a period of fifteen (15)
days from and after the date
fixed for opening bids.
The City of Princeton, Ken-
tucky, reserves the right to re-
ject any or all bids and to waive
Informalities or irregularitie
therein.
CITY OF PRINCETON,
KENTUCKY
By Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor 6e11-4
in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop
wicarso n
for
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bet-
ter Merchandise"
exclusively your.
(Incorporated)
The earth is the fifth largest
planet of the son.
In a Hurry?
JOINS IN DISPUTE—As a re-
sult of the Dorothy Kirsten-
Milton Berle dispute over a
television impersonation, actress-
singer Catherine Mastice (above)
who did the mimic of Miss Kir-
sten in a number from "La
Traviata," said in New York she
would sue the opera singer over
remarks she made about the
show. (AP Wirephoto)
Records kept by Orel Lee
Plummer, Carter county 4-H
club member, show that his poul-
try flock of 133 birds made him
a profit of $446.45 in a period
of seven months. Since the first
of October, the flock produced
13,834 eggs, with total receipts
amounting to $642.30. Expenses
were $201.85.
WHY WORRY..
Call Us For Prompt, Safe
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Authorized A ent For
ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
Phone 893
Contact
JAMES D. MASIIBURN
Princeton, Ky.
Doubling Up Crops
Increases Harvest
E. W. Yates ot Fulton coun-
ty harvests annually more than
Iff"Tand:---iefireftsrv-4Pitern: Avast
John B. Watts. In the spring,
Yates grows tomato plants and
spinach, then later on grows
-lima 'beans and soybeans on the
same land. He also produces 100
acres of cotton and about 20
acres of corn. His income is con-
siderably increased by this
double crop system.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Ctffer A.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2011 Princeton, Ky.
Disinfecting
Made Easy
iii
Are your disinfecting eipeit
ences an 
•
thumbs down on old-faP-
disinfecting — get
new, easy - to -
made by Dr. Sal.
dip odor. Germex
in germ control, and ec
cal, too — one pint ma.
gallons general disirn
Also for poultry's di
water. Ask for Olermt,
Rent A New Royal
Portable
You can rent a New Quiet De Luxe Two Tone
Royal Portable . . . $5.00 per month or three
months for $12.00. At the end of the ninety dap
the $12.00 rent paid may be applied on the
purchase price, providing you decide to buy.
We reserve the right to reject applicants.
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO. INC
704 South Main St.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
THE AMAZING
Norge Retrigerata
at an unheard-of
LOW PRICE
Now Only
CASH PRICE - - - NO TRADE-1N
s22995
MODEL R-848
USE OUR EASY TERMS
$33.95
DOWN
$9.33
PER MONTH
See these wonderful NORGE features!
8 pounds of ice in 2 trays
Giant side freezer
holds 27 pounds of food
Sliding Hydrovoir
for fruits and vegetables
132 E. MAIN ST.
This beautiful refrigerator pro
vides triore than 8 cubic feet of
refrigerated storage space . . . •
Wide side
-mounted freezer holds
up to 27 pounds of frozen foot
A wonderful buy at an except-
ionally attractive price.
Big 8
-cubic
-foot size
Dependable Rollator Coldmaker
only 3 moving parts
Full
-range cold control
using Freon refrigerant
N. LUSBY CO.
PHONE 3141
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onia News
Harmon, Miss Donna
and Charles Mel-
returned home after
week with Mr. and
Jopes, Mr. and Mrs.
ansO_Ilinline.i __in
da Kay Vinson was
sitor of Miss Jackie
pkinsville.
Mrs. Floyd Oliver,
and Raymond Stone.
Greenville, were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Stone,
Friday.
Misses Joretta and Parnell
Langston, Greenville, spent the
VFFICadifi'lricelts -orivri. and
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone
and daughter, Lynelle, Green-
'yule, spent Sunday with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Stone.
omplete Insurance
Service
and City Property
omobile and Trucks
Compensation
Health and Accident
Hospital Service
Theft . . . Burglary
Personal Liability
cover age of insurance in strong Old Line
Stock Companies.
SCH CUMMINS, Insurance
Court Square Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2825
art
rt Shirt
omfortable
ure Wear
5 to 5.95
short sleeved
splash print ...
artly styled Van
sport shirts are
win Dad's favor
ent he sees your
For Men's And Boys' Wear"
Hopkinsville
5 PLATED 3
(ANDLEABRA
RE.
LITE GLASS
:CTOR BOWL
1
-WAY BULB.
)0T CONTROL
IGHT LIGHT
BASE.
HEAVY REEDED TUBING
YOUR CHOICE OF EITHER
BRONZE OR IVORY FINISH.
MARBLE EFFECT
TENITE INSERT
IN BASE.
Mr. and Mrs., John F. Rice
and son, Dick, will Wed-
nesday for Florida. They will
spend some tune In Bradenton
and visit other points of inter-
et p the East and West coast,
relVning to Jackson, Miss., to
visit relatives.
Ms:- 4414 .3tre.---Beryervel 'Pollees
and daughter, Mildred Joyce,
Mrs. Ralph Patton and daughter,
all of New Bethel community,
were guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. T. Stone Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Russell Melton and child.
ren, Mary Nell and Eddie, and
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous spent
Saturday of last week in Murray
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Jones and Mrs. Rufus Atkins.
Mrs. Reed Brown and Miss
Doris Brown spent last week
Mrs. Sara Cruce in Crayne.
Mr. Ira C. Bennett, who 'has
been critically ill in Baptist hos-
pital, Nashville, Tenn., is very
much improved, his son, Ivan
H. Bennett, has been informed.
Rev. F. C. Low and Mr. J. E.
Hillyard were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Florence Parr
and Miss Dorot'hy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young
and son returned to their home
in Louisville Sunday night after
spending their vacation with his
father, L. B. Young, and Mrs.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale and
children have returned home
after a vacation with his rela-
tives in Illinois.
Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous re-
turned to her home In Louis-
ville Tuesday after visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Young.
Sgt. Tuttle, Ft. Benning, Ga.,
spent the weekend with Cpl.
Frank Harmon at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Harmon. Sgt. Tuttle is leaving
this week for Japan.
Mrs. Charlie Hughes, infant
daughter and son. Charlie Bob,
Princeton, are visiting at the
home of Mr. Hughes parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Hughes.
Mrs. Russell Melton and Mre
Kelly Bradshaw were in Prince-
ton Saturday in the interest of
Miss Diana Carter, who is 'be-
ing sponsored by the Fredonia
Legion Auxiliary to attend Girls
State, Lexington, three days this
week.
Cpl. Frank Harmon, Russell
Melton and Charles Melton were
in Evansville, Ind., Sunday.
Prof. and Mrs. Guy Nichols
left Saturday for Williamsburg,
Va., to visit their daughter, Mrs.
Tip Downing, and Mr. Downing.
A barbecue and picnic was
held at the home of Mrs. W. B.
Conway Friday night, sponsored
by the American Legion Auxil-
iary. About 75 persons were
present.
American Legion Auxiliary
met at the home of Mrs. Euclid
Quertermous Monday night,
June 6. Members present were;
Mrs Russell Melton, Mrs. Am-
bie Fuller, Mrs. Ruth Dunning,
Here it is—the value of a lifetime
— a 7-way reflector floor lamp
complete with the New Washable
Plasti-Silk Shade with smart braid
trim, brass plated 3 light candle-
abra fixture, foot control night
light and tenite insert in base ALL
FOR ONE LOW PRICE. Your
choice of either bronze and gold
finish or ivory and gold finish.
ACT NOW—COALE IN TODAY CASH
IN ON THIS WONDERFUL RARGAINI
MORGAN'S
Furniture Dealers - - - Funeral Directors
43 Years Of Dei;endable Service
Nite 3495 Princeton, Ky.
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ordinances in conflict herewith
ale hereby repealed.
This ordinance to become ef-
fective on and after its adop-
tion and publication.
The above Ordinance was
adopted by roll call vote as fol-
GREAT DAY FOR PARAPLEGIC VET—The only paraplegic
veteran in New Brunswick, N. J., Bob Hoelzle, 23, and his bride,
the former Frances Elaine Noll, smile and hold hands as .they
leave church in New Brunswick after their marriage. For a wed-
ding present the paralyzed veteran received a $20,000 house from
his neighbors. (AP Wirephoto)
Tax Ordinance
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
CITY COUICIL OF THE CITY
OF PRINCETON, KY., AS FOL-
LOWS:
The tax rate for the year 1949
is hereby fixed at the rate of
Sixty (60) cents on eaeh One
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars worth
of Taxible property, both real
Mrs. Essie Rucker, Mrs. Kelly
Bradshaw, Mrs. W. B. Conway,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Gene
Rogers, Mrs. J. B. Sory, Mrs.
Euclid Quertermous. Miss Dora
Young was a visitor. Refresh-
ments were served during the
social period.
Ladies Aid of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church will
meet with Mrs. Ruth Dunning
Thursday night of this week for
the regular meeting.
Mrs. Ida Holloman, Marion,
spent last week with her sister,
Mrs. Lee 13urklow.
The Ladies Aid of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church are
sponsoring an ice cream social
on the J. E. Hillyard lot, Sat-
urday afternoon and night of
this week.
Mrs. Marie Rustin, Mexico,
was a visitor in town Friday.
Mrs. Effie Barnes, spent last
week with her daughter, Mrs.
J. D. Wylie, and Mr. Wylie,
Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and
daughter, Kay, Mr. and Mrs.
Malcom Blockburn and daugh-
ters, and Mrs. "Shorty" Riley,
spent Sunday ht Kentucky Lake.
Mr. Frankie Wright left last
week for Los Angeles, Calif.,
where he will visit his mother.
He was a members of the gradu-
ating class here and had spent
the winter in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
SLEEK
AND
SMOOTH
The charm
of simplicity—
the fit of
perfection—
are yours in a
Valmy Slip.
And Volmy Slips
do not ride up.
Dollento lIngerl• shod.,
Silos to
Yoloy Slips ors also available
Is antra long longlIt.
Size 32 to 46
$1.95
Finkel's
Fair Store
Where Your $ $ Have More Cents
and personal, including fran-
chises, and a tax of one-half of
One Mill on each One ($1.00)
Dollar of taxible property both
real and personal, including
franchises, belonging to all per-
sons and corporations for the
use and benefit of the City Li-
brary to be divided as follows:
Of the sixty cent levy, Thirty-
five (35) cents shall be paid
into the general fund, and
Twenty-five (25) cents into the
Sinking Fund for use in retire-
ment of Water Works Bonds and
interest thereon, and the One-
half of one Mill levy on each
One ($1.00) Dollar worth of
property belonging to all per-
sons, corporations and franchises
for the public library.
There is also levied a poll tax
of One and One-half ($1.50) Dol-
lars on each male citizen over
the age of Twenty
-One (21)
years and under the age of
Sixty-five (65) years residing in
the City of Princeton, Kentucky,
and a dog tax of One ($1.00)
Dollar on each male dog and
Two ($2.00) Dollars on each fe-
male dog in said City, the per-
son having control of the proper-
ty where dog is kept shall be
liable for the dog tax.
A ten (10%) percent penalty
shall be added to all taxes re-
maining unpaid after November
1st, 1949, and six (6%) percent
Interest shall be collected for
the length of time said taxes re-
main unpaid after November 1st,
1949.
All City Taxes for the year
1949 which are paid by the Tax-
payers on or before July 20th,
1949, will be given a Two (2%)
percent discount.
All Ordinances or parts of
Mix
Master. . $39.50
Glidders . $39.95
Kitchen
Cabinets. $44.50
Appliance ('enter
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor
Attest:
Garland Quisenberry, City Clerk
Mr. Howard Stone, Yea.
Mrs. Chas. WadlIngton, Yea,
Mr. Wm. G. Pickering, Yea.
The Great Barrier Reef of
Australia is a coral ridge in the
sea extending for ),280 mile&
Mr Fred Jake, Yea.
Mr. E. M. Jenkins, Absent,
Not Voting
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
REFRIGERATORS
koPake1
LARGEST11111151,11•1 %
INTERNATIONAL
1/4A11VIMIt
combined frozen
food, fresh meat
and bottle capacity
of any 8 cubic-foot
refrigerator!
fret's*?
"Stow-
away" holds 36
lbs. frozon food!
"Frigl-
drawls,'"
for 131/2 lbs. Ash,
moat, poultry!
Bottle
storage
holds 12 full
quarts — plus!
Save Money Now! Convenient Terms!
Space, space, and tsore space --all
where you need it most! Let your HI
Refrigeration dealer show you these
amazing Big-3 features— also extra
big crispers and enormous "Pantry-
Bin." Quiet "Tight-Wad" mecha-
nism costs little to run; 5-year plan
for your protection. See this Super
DeLtoce Refrigerator now! For mo:e
space— at most sayings!
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER REFRIGERATORS
W. MAIN ST. PRINCETON, KY.
Presents These Values To You
For Hopkinsville Sales Day
On June 17th and 18th
Cold Pack
Canner $1.98
4-qt. Pierless Ice
Cream Freezer $8.95
7-pc. Water Set 98c
One Lot Of
Enamelware .50c each
Houseware Dept.
Iron Board and Pad
No. 2.Wash Tub 
Cold Water Sep. 
Double Bit Axe
Wet Mops
 $3.49
$1.50
$5.95
$2.50
50c
BICYCLES . . $34.95 TRICYLES $4.95
WAGONS $4.95 SCOOTERS 50c
MARTY MARION GLOVES was $14.25 now $9.95
22 SHORTS 
 3 boxes $1.00
PORTABLE ICE BOX 
 
$2.95
CAMP GRILLS . $1.00 BASEBALL CAP 25c
Sport Center
10% Reduction On
All Oil Ranges
Save $10.00 on Dortch Coal
and Wood Ranges.
Steel Chairs . $4.95
Appliance Center
50 ft. Hose .. $2.85
DEENOL, 5% DDT. 19c
ROACH GUN . .19c
WEED CUTTERS . . 39c
PLASTIC SCREENING
NOW 8c sq. ft.
THESE VALUES TWO DAYS ONLY
In Hopkinsville It's
CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated
Property Values
Rise Al Ky. take
Ifrirtik19.11.-_-TtivAncatace
Kentucky State Trooper in the
area around Kentucky Lake in
Western Kentucky has reduced
vandalism far below what it has
been in the past, Commissioner
Guthrie Crowe stated this week.
"I have received reports from
property owners in that area
Informing me that vandalism is
at an all time low since the
trooper was stationed there.
Reports also show that real
estate 'values have been raised
as much as 300 percent due to
this. It is gratifying to our de-
partment to know that the Ken-
tucky State Police can be of
such a service in the betterment
of the state," Crowe added.
A state trooper has been sta-
tioned at Kentucky Dam State
Park since early spring.
New Registrar At UK
Dr. Lee Sprowles will take
over the duties of registrar at
the University of Kentucky
July I, it ,was announced last
week by University authorities.
Assistant to the registrar since
last September, he succeeds Dr.
Maurice F. Seay who since 1945
has held two administrative po-
sitions, dean of the University
and registrar. Dr. Seay will con-
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
D NS I OR'S POO A doctor and firemen
work over the boci;i of 5-year-old Michael Robinson after play-
mates found him at the bottom of a neighbor's swimming pool at
Hollywood, Calif. His father, Scott W. Robinson, comforts the
lad's collapsed mother in background. Rescuers worked 90 minutes
in the resuscitation attempt. (AP Wirephoto)
tinue as dean of the University the all-University divisions, 
in.with supervision of eluding the registrar's office.
 Greatly expanded enrollments at
the University made necessary
re-establishment of the two posi-
tions under separate persons, it
was explained.
WE HAVE IN STOCK:
14-Tooth Scratcher Harrows
Rastus Plows
3-Shovel Cultivators
Rastus Shovel Points
Binder Twine
Arsenate of Lead
Paris Green
Lead Sprayers
Livestock Spray
Pestroy 25% DDT Spray
HARD WARI
(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinsville
Simple Methods In
Century-Old Recipe
How methods of cookery have
been simplified over 100 years
ago was indicated to the mem-
bers of the Crximwell Home-
makers Club in Ohio county by
Miss Ruth Barnes, foods leader.
"I have an angel food cake
recipe that my mother bought
in 1910 for $2.50 from a pro-
fessional baker in Bap City,
Mich.," she said "The ree;soe
was 62 years old then, or 101
years old now. It states that the
sugar and water syrup for frost-
ing should be cooked Until a
bubble forms when the syrup is
blown through a clay pipe. In
contrast, Mrs. Pearl Haak,
specialist in foods at the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
,EcopornicS, University of Ken-
tucky, Says the syrup should
be cooked until it spins a thread
I
when the spoon is lifted from
the pan. Then it is beaten into
stiffly beaten egg whites."
Pearl-essence, made of scales
from small fish and used to
fashion simulated pearls, is so
much in demand that Norway
has pearl-essence factories near
its herring fleet bases.
Give Dad A
Wonderful Surprise
ELECTRIC RAZORS
Remington Schick
$12.50 to $23.00
Remcon Yellobole
Kaywoodie $5.00-$7.50-$10.00
Pioneer Meerschaum $15.00
RONSON LIGHTERS
$6.00 to $11.95
Ronson Penciliter 10.00 & 15.00
Old Spice $1.95 to $5.00
Yardley $1.65 to $5.50
Lentheric 
 $2.50 to $5.50
Wrisley lawn Cargo
Here's A Favorite!
CAMERAS
$2.75 to $42.50
Brownie Target Six 
Brownie Hawkeye 
Kodak Duaflex 
Movie Cameras
For the Writing Dad
PEN SETS
SHEAFFER PARKER EVERSHARP
$5.00 to $23.50
For the Executive Type
DESK SETS
SHEAFFER - - - PARKER
2to 1 He'll Go For
Nutty Brittle in Pound Tins
Cashew Brittle in Pound Tins
Whitman's White Cap Mints
Why Not Make Up A Cigars
MIXED GIFT PACKAGE Cigarettes
We have "Jiffy" Carry-Out Bags that will keep ice
at any temperature.
Refrigerated Candy Case with a complete line of
Camp and Whitman's Box Candy.
Bantam Books
Pipe Tobacco
Shave Lotions
"Complete Prescription Service"
9th and Virginia Sts. Hopkinsville, Ky.
that refreshing?" the
ii iv Worlilin remarked in relat-
ing the incident to tars. Trust:win.
"Yes, indeed-. --especially in
WItAin10911.1"
Lady.
Later at the party "Grandma"
asked Mr. Truman to play the
piano. He bowed to her wishes
and played a Paderewski minuet
while "Grandma" sat on the
edge of her chair, shushing
other guests quiet. The Presi-
dent told other guests that
"Grandma" said she bad heard
he could play, but "she didn't
seem to believe it." When
"Grandma" heard about this she
ntswittd; :MAY. OAP_
ann. What I told him was that
I wished he would play so I
could go back home and brag
that I had heard him."
Today's most widely used me-
thod of artificial respiration was
devised in 1903.
UK Alumni Elect
Two New Officers
J. Stephen Watkins, Lexing-
ton engineer, and Hobert 'H.
Hillenmeyer, Cincinnati insur-
_
ance executive, bave been elect-
ed president and vice president,
respectively, of the University
Alumni Association for the com-
ing year, It was announced last
week at the group's annual
commencement week dinner.
The new officers were elected
Thursday, June 16,,
by approximately
steel and former 44,4
UniveraiU in recent
balloting 
condtleted
Watkins succeeds jont
'
while Hilienmeyer tete
vice president's post Ns
Shively, U. K athietc-
_
Asphalt is found 12
in rock
-like outerowae
also made in the preti
fining petroleum.
Storewicie Specials
For Hopkinsville Sales Days
YARD GOODS READY-TO-WEAR
SPECIALS SPECIALS
GILBRAE LAGUNA SHANTUNG
39 in. wide - - $1.25 value
GILBRAE SEERSUCKER
PERMANANT CRINKLE - - - FAST COLOR
79c yard
PRINTED MESH
43 INCHES WIDE - - $2.00 VALUE
DIMITY
PRE-SHRUNK - FAST COLOR - 36 IN. WIDE
59c yard
Shop Barnes For Real Bargains In
Better Merchandise
LARGE GROUP OF ODD AND ENDS
DRESS SHOES
Blue, Red, Green, Black Patent . . . some white
and Brown and White
$5.00 - $6.00 - $7.00 - $8.00
POLKA DOT BALLETS
GREEN, RED, BLUE, YELLOW
$1.95 pair
oun
tiles
F;4..
News featurc
York--Fir
..oid rookie
Louis Cardim
use the aril
ance
e blond Pol
Ticaczuk o
teubenville,
Russell's
raiser8 with
fter year
with every b
Russell's
teasPooDs to
chicks grow
can be used
• To get
'peuits at u
Koran Toda
Gallons
ONE LARGE GROUP
SUMMER
DRESSES
Ginghams, Chambrays,
Percales
Sizes 12 to 44
SUMMER
HOUSE COATS
ONE LARGE GROUP
$5.95 to $10.95 Values
GREATLY
REDUCED
LORRAINE
RAYON PANTIES Aati
49c 4-i4
SHOP OUR READY-TO-WEAR - -
- - MANY BARGAINS NOT ADVERTI
3 SPECIAL PRICED GROUPS
$1,95 - $2.95 - $3.95
Letter
Washington
By Jane Eads
Inu1'itrigtdr--2:-- cfrebtrtiets "6itrie
and celebrities go in this bust-
ling capital.of ours. From glam-
orous movie stars to mighty
potentates, they are wined and
dined and fussed over.
But the visitor who really
captured the hearts of all with
whom she came in contact, from
the President on down, was a
'beguiling little old lady with
pink cheeks and a sprightly
manner . . . Mr,. Anna Mary
Robertson Moses, 88-year-old
painter from Eagle Bridge, N.
Y.
"Grandma" Moses, as she is
better known, came to Wash-
ington to receive an award for
outstanding achievement pre-
sented to her by President Tru-
man on behalf of the Women's
National Press Club. Later she
and five other distinguished wo-
men who had received similar
awards from the club, includ-
ing Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, were
guests of Mrs. Truman at tea
at Blair House.
One of the press club officers
learned that "Grandma" doesn't
like tea. She so advised the
housekeeper at Blair House, who
ordered that coffee-with three
lumps of sugar-be served to
her. When told of this special
dispensation, "Grandma" raised
her hands in dismay and fussed:
"Oh, you shouldn't have done
that. That makes me feel obli-
gated and I don't like to feel
Make_ci Hit with
MASTELIBILT
Way safe! For Cal) -going corn-
r fort with style, choose
'Minute-Modern" Roll:Rai LT
Slack.. and he sure of the
best! Choose from a wide array
•fhandsome patterns,"Minute-
Modern" fabric*. They're cut
with flawless care. Styled the
famous Masferbilt way, as ad-
vertised in MC and ESQUIRE!
Sizes for you and Dad! S4re
the tomorrow I
"Where Your $ $
Have More Cents"
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Walker Has It
"Rock Sharpe"
Stemware
olker's Drug & Jewelry
ins tba,
doubtful, eases—sgood field, no
hit.
Today he is the talk of the
National League rookies now
that every team has had a look
at him. After his first 18 games
he led the league with 23 hits
in 58 trips to the plate for a
.397 average.
And he's doing It all with his
wrists that he nearly lost as a
PFC fighting near Brest, France
in 1944.
Kazak was in the Army three
years. His teammates say he saw
hick
Time
IS
OHM TIME
'4c .
Russell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
flyers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year
After year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum
gith every brood of chicks they raise.
Russell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
*spoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
&in grow faster and mature" earlier . . . and Korum
au be used in any kind of drinking vessel. •
To pt best results start using Korum with chicks or
uits it as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
Lisa Today. It is economical. Pints *1. Quarts $1.71.
Gallons p.00. Gallons $5.00.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075
Shop With . . .
gerdia
And Save . .•
7.3 Cu. Ft. Coldspot Refrigerator
with 23.2 lbs. frozen food compart-
ment; 5-year guarantee.
$167"
Local trained, experienced men will service all
electrical appliances.
Phone 2048
une 16, 1949
Tax Raise Approved
rstiay, 
For Trigg County
Franktots Ths Ken-
tucky Tax Commission has ap-
proved it.stiested raLses on
property tssments in Trigg
and clot, ner.AnA coarrrttes - • siva
iistrict in Web-
:Ass county.
Jess B. Thomas, a commission
member, said the raises were
needed for school purposes and
that demand for the boosts was
initiated locally.
Trigg got a 15 percent increase,
Cumberland 10 and Clay 25.
Cumberland asked 15 percent
but Thomas said tise commission
felt 10 percent would be ade-
quate.
so much action that he is reluc-
tant to tell how close he came
to being stabbed to death by a
Nazi bayonet.
His left forearm bears a huge
scar, left by 19 stitches. "They
put the stitches in it to prevent
infection," says Kazak as he
shrugs off the incident. The bay-
onet just missed a main artery.
Coach Terry Moore says after
the first thrust, Kazak rolled
over, got up and lit out for
safer ground. Ask Eddie , about
it and he just smiles and says,
"Let's talk about something
else."
The modest ex-coal miner had
another close call near Brest
soon after the stabbing. Part of
his right elbow was torn off by
a shell fragment. For almost a
year his elbow was "L" shapped
and three of his fingers of his
throwing hand were paralyzed.
"I Started out in the Air
Corm" says Kazak. "Then I
was a paratrooper and wound
up in the infantry. I spent three
years in the Army, half of the
time in hospitals in England and
California. At Palm Springs the
doctors operated on my right
elbow and took out a bone half
-the size of my thumb. That was
about one year aftcr I was hurt.
Now I have plastic in the elbow.
"It's really trublesome in the
early spring but it's all right
now. No, it doesn't affect my
throwing, but I hate to play sec-
ond base where you have to
pivot and make those snap
throws. Third base is the spot I
like best although last year at
Rochester was the first time I
played third.
"Things happen funny, though.
If it wern't for the fact that
Whitey Kurowski was out with
a bad arm, I probably wouldn't
have been playing third base for
the Cardinals. Then when Al
Schoendienst hurt his ankle in
Philadelphia we had two in-
fielders out and I moved over to
second base and Joe Glaviano to
third."
Kazak suffered another in-
jury when he was 18, just out of
high school at Muse, Pa. He had
six ribs cracked in a mine when
loaded pit cars jumped the tracks
about five miles from the shaft.
He comes from the same town,
that sent Andy Seminick, Phil-
pies' catcher, to the majors.
Both worked in the same mine.
Oddly enough, both Kazak and
Serninick wear No. 21 on their
uniforms.
Kazak stated organized ball in
1940 in the Class D Georgia-
Florida League with Valdosta,
Ga. He was signed by a Knox-
ville scout. Then the Cardinals
got him for $1,000 and a player.
They put him at Albany, Ga., in
the same league in 1941 and he
hit .377, or 86 points over his
freshman mark.
In 1942 he moved up to Hous-
3DIFFERENT FINISHES
IN IDENTICALLY
MATCHED COLORS
PLATLUX SATM-LUX GLOS-LUX
FLAT WALL EMI GLOSS HIGH GLOSS
iFtis really simplifies decorating! Now
You can match your woodwork with
Your wall color for modern decorative
effects. Wall in flat . . . woodwork in
14^ 1i-gloss or high gloss . all finishes
I. Ichnficolly Matched Colon.
/41( fof the descr:tvit folder showing
lkodsonk effects.
BEST PAINT SOLD 114
"TRY THEM AND SEE
THE MARVEL Of THE
MArailmc
THREE•
its
Nit
Y PATTERSON-SARGENT
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
The Complete Point Store
Top; At Home
Cincinnati-- (AP) —The Cin-
cinnati Reds had the best home
run percentage at home of any
National League team in 1948.
Sixty-eight of, the team's 104
cirguit.ttlaws..were CroSIVY
t-ld for a percentage of .654.
l'he Pittsburg Pirates were sec-
ond with a percentage of .639.
The Reds' total was fourth high
in the league.
KENTUCKY WOMAN P - . Greenwood Cocanongher, o
Lexington, one of Kentucky's most capable women fliers, is
shoWn with her plane at Bowman Field, prior to leaving for
Montreal, Canada, where she entered the recent Montreal to
Miami All-Women air race. Mrs. Cocanoug.her, who was spon-
sored by the Reynolds Metals Company, Louisville, finished in
fifth place.
ton but hit only .257. The next
three years he was in the Army.
After being discharged Dec. 19,
1945, doctors advised him against
Playing baseball. The next spring
he had d chance with Rochister
but the pain in his arm was so
excruciating that he played only
two innings.
He wound up with Columbus,
Ga., and hit .298 in the Sally
League. It was while with
Omaha in the Western League
in 1947 that the parent organi-
zation saw hope of Eddie's base-
ball future. He hit 20 homers
and batted .326.
Kazak reported to St Peters-
burg in the spring of 1947 but
was under contract to Rochester
where he hit 11 homers and bat-
ted .311 last season. In the in-
ternational League all-star game
voting he lost out by one point
to the Phillies' Puddin' Head
Jones, then with Toronto.
Kazak makes his home in Aus-
tin, Tex., with his wife and a
baby girl born April 1 of this
year. He says he was so excited
the day the baby was born that
he "made a couple of errors and
struck out in an exibition game"
against the Barves at Bradenton,
Fla. His parents still live in Muse,
Pa., where he has three brothers,
one a miner, another a millwork-
er and the other selling Navy
surplus. Their athletic activity is
restricted to semi-pro baseball.
In the first few games, Kazak
was used as a pinch hitter. When
Glaviano started off slowly,
Manager Eddie Dyer put Kazak
at third base and he batted
seventh. Then the 195-pounder
went off on an 11-game hitting
streak and Dyer put his fourth
'between Stan Musial and Enos
Slaughter.
Kazak may not belong in that
company for he's not a long ball
hitter. However, he picked a
good time to get his first major
league home run. He did it in
Brooklyn with the bases loaded.
The blond with the plastic el-
bow may not hit many homers
but at present he's the one bright
spot on the Cardinals.
One type of banana has a
single fruit which may be as
much as two feet in length and
thick as a man's arm, enough to
make a meal for three men.
Different forms of the gh antu
language are spoken by tribes
native to Africa south of the
Equator.
Circular Discusses
Beef Cattle Breeds
Kentuckians who took a
prominent part in importing and
improving Shorthorns and Here-
fords are listed in "Background
and Influence of the Beef
Breeds of Cattle," a new circu-
lar published by -the College of
Agriculture and Home Econom-
ics, University of Kentucky.
Writtan by W. S. Anderson,
professor emeritus, the circular
deals with the origins of beef
breeds, importations into Ameri-
ca, contribution of purebreds,
the Longhorns and cattle-rais-
ing in the West and the func-
tions of breed associations.
In 1817, Henry Clay imported
cattle from Herefordshire, Eng-
land, to the Blue Grass Region
of Kentucky. The same year,
Col. Lewis Sanders of Kentucky
imported Shorthorns, and for
years many of the noted herds
of this breed were located in
this state.
Homemakers Restore
Hats Of Yesterday
A millinery style revue put
on by homemakers in Gallatin
county illustrated one of the
ways they have learned to be
thrifty. Thirty hats that two to
eight years ago were "the latest
style," again met that descrip-
tion as they were modeled by
the 20 women who had remade
them. Some of the hats had
been reblocked so their original
shapes were entirely changed
said Miss Jewell Wilson, home
agent; others had had their color
revived with a coat of oil paint
or brightened with shellac.
Feathers, flowers, ribbons or
veiling added the decorative
note.
The term "assassin" derives
from "hashishin", a group of
killers who nerved themselvess
for murder with hashish, an
opiate.
The first machine to make
barbed wire was patented in
1874.
FICANTS FOR
Clipper
. ;.; t. E MOVING
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Phone 2016 Princeton, Ky.
"BILL DING'S" Business
is
BUILDING Business
THIS IS OUR POLICY
AA/D PRIDE —
OUR PATRONS Aiusr
8E SAT/SF/p/"
- _
Li
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each Sc up
WALLPAPER, per single roll  12',4c up
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot 61.4c
If phone No. 3139 will
call this office by Sat-
urday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of War-
ren's 4-hr. Enamel.
IMO"
MULE HICE
ROOFS
firrAIP
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES $7.50 per sq.
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots 75c per gal.
CASEIN PAINT 279 per gal.
SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
13.
• t1P`rdr° "7
WM M. YOUNri
Allis Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
Dead Stock
WANTEID
The Kentucky Renderin9 Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Phone 3698 Princeton, Ky.
Triple-Action Wondertub is Secret of
"THE WASHER THAT
COULDN'T HAPPEN!"
From Bendix, a new automatic
agitator washer at
a price every family can afford!
Now! Bendix presents the simplest, newest,
automatic washer at the world's lowest price!
The new Bendix Economat!
The utterly different Wondertubs—the flexible,
triple-action tub made of metexaloy that eliminates
so many expensive parts—makes this
washday miracle possible!
See the Bendix Economat with the Wondertub*
that revolutionizes washing, draining, squeeze-drying!
You'll say it's a dream come true!
•rondertub guaranthd for 5 years!
179 9 5
INCLUDES NORMAL INSTALLATION!
Only $00 down-00 months to pay
BENDIX6.7 
AUTOMATIC WASHER
COSTS LESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO BUY!
NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!
SEE THE ECONOMAT NOW!
B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St. Phone 3141
TB. X-RAY UNIT
COMING TO PRINCETON
At The
Court House
Tuesday, Wednesday Thursday and Friday
June 21, 22,23 and 24 and
Monday, June 27
IT'S FREE!
Be a good neighbor by having your lungs x-rayed. You not
only show your interest in the health of Caldwell county, but you
are protecting the health of your home.
Only two minutes required and no clothing to be removed.
Children under 12 years of age will be x-rayed if it is known
that they have been exposed to T. B.
The machine will be set for the large pictures some time during
these 5 days. If you have been advised to have a large picture
made find out this special time
'It is important to remember that Tuberculosis has no pets".
4.*6•46'.
Printing,
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X-Ray Unit Stay
To Be lengthened
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Will Arrive June 20
- And Remain Until
June 29
The X-ray mobile unit of' the
State Health Department will be
in Princeton several days longer
than was previously announced,
Dr. W. L. Cash, county health
officer, has been informed by
the department.
The unit will arrive Monday,
June 20, and the first and sec-
ond days will be used by the
technicians in stimulating inter-
est in the program of X-raying
the lungs of all persons in the
county as a step toward stamp-
ing out tuberculosis in Kentucky.
The actual X-ray work will be-
gin at 9 o'clock Wednesday
morning, June 22, and will con-
tinue Thursday, Friday, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday; the
work to be finished June 29.
Hours for X-rays are from 9
o'clock in the morning until 3
o'clock in the afternoon, except
Friday when the unit closes at
noon. No work is scheduled Sat-
urday.
The unit will be set up on the
north side of the courthouse. The
X-ray will take only a few min-
utes and it is not necessary to
disrobe, it was announced. Metal
brooches, however, will have to
be removed. There is no charge
for the X-ray.
There is no reason why any
working girl should deprive her-
self of nail cosmetics these days.
Stores carry excellent items for
hand and nail care well within
the budget of the average girl.
Young People To Attend
Training Assembly
Several young people of Og-
den Memorial Methodist Church
plan to attend the Methodist
Youth Training Assembly, July
1V10, at" LledgeY-WIlion Jtlor-
College, Columbia. Those inter-
ested in attending may obtain
registration blanks at the church,
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor,
said. Age qualifications are 17
to 25 years, 16 years with camp-
ing experience or 15 to 16 years
and elected officer of the church
group.
Kercheval Receives B. S.
In Chemical Engineering
William David Kercheval re-
ceived his degree of bachelor of
science in chemical engineering
Thursday, June 9, from Tri-
State College, Angola, Ind. Mr.
Kercheval, the son of Mrs. H. C.
Kercheval, 420 S. Jefferson
Street, was a member of the
student affiliated chapter of the
American Chemical Society and
the Chemical Engineering Socie-
ty. Commencement speaker was
J. C. Penney, founder of the de-
partment store chain bearing his
name.
Rotarians Hear Talk
On South America
William Quarles, Princeton,
spoke on South America, es-
pecially Argentina where he
was reared, at Tuesday night's
meeting of the Rotary Club.
Visiting Rotarians were Boyce
Belt, Marion, and Dr. J. W.
Twente and John P. Rhody,
Dawson Springs. J. R. Beckem
was the guest of Julian Little-
page.
'&1445114
We purchased these good-looking chairs
for Father's Day that all men like, and in addi-
tion, it will be a welcome decorative addition to
ANY room.
We also have a special group of platform
rockers and leather chairs that will be sure to
please dad.
BROWN'S
Furniture Dealer and Funeral Director
Phones: 3515 (Day) 3320 (Nite)
Young People Hurt
In Bus Collision
Minister And Five Others
*Treated. At Princeton .
Hospital
Six persons were brought to
the Princeton hospital last Wed-
nesday night for treatment of
injuries received in a bus-truck
collision an a bridge about seven
miles from Princeton on High-
way 62. Two others were taken
to the Hopkins County Hospi-
tal, Madisonville. All were from
Leitchfield.
The truck, one the Arnold
Ligon fleet, was driven by L.
A. Wylie, Madisonville, who was
taken to Outwood Hospital for
treatment of shock. The vehicle
was of the tractor lowboy type,
loaded with a gasoline shovel.
The bus, driven by Charles
Layman, Millwood, carried 39
passengers, 34 of them young
people of the Leitchfield
Methodist Church. They were
returning home from a picnic at
Kuttawa Springs when the ac-
cident occurred.
Those brought to Princeton
hospital were 'the Rev. E. C.
Sidle, pastor of the church, and
his daughter, Virginia, both re-
itased that night; Barbara Jo
Cannon, 16; Libby McClure, 15,
and Janice Pryor, 12, all of
whom have been transferred ts
Louisville roositals, and James
Hornby, 16,• who remained in
Princeton.
Injuries were, for the most
part, broken limbs, sprains, cuts
and bruises, the State Police re-
ported.
Further light On
Waterworks Debt
A news story which appeared
in last week's Leader about
City taxes and the new tax rate
drew an improper conclusion,
misquoting Councilman Fred
Jake, by stating the added reve-
nue would permit paying the
outstanding, non-callable water-
works bonds, in the amount of
$59,000, when these come due,
in 1954.
The added revenue resulting
from a snore equitable assess-
ment will permit the City to
retire all funding bonds and to
pay about half of the non-call-
able bonds, Mr. Jake said this
week.
The City has paid $6,000 of
funding bonds, also for the
waterworks, since Jan. 1, 1948
(the total then outstanding was
$12,000), pus $580 in interest on
the funding bonds and $3,097
interest on the non-callable
bonds, the councilman said.
Added revenue accruing to the
City by adoption of the new es-
sessinent valuations, as fixed by
the county, will be approximate-
ly $3,000 for payment on the
waterworks bonds, Mr. Jake
said, "which will permit paying
this obligation in about one-
third the time which would
have been necessary under the
old assessment."
Miss Graham Continues
Studies At University
Miss Barbara Sue Graham will
continue her studies in the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky, Lexington, this summer.
She is majoring in home eco-
nomics.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Robert Jacob Elected
To Association Post
Robert S. Jacob, sanitarian for
Caldwell county, was elected
secretary-treasurer of the Green
River Sanitaritias AaaociatIon at
a in-eking last Week In Madison-
ville. Randolph Sells, Owensboro,
was named president, and Cal-
vin Moran, Hopkinseville, vice-
president. The association is
made up of sanitarians of Cald-
well, Christian, Daviess, Hen-
derson, Hopkins, Muhlenberg,
Ohio, McLean and Union coun-
ties. The next meeting will be
in September, in Muhlenberg
county, .
Age limit lowered
For Boy Scouts
Youths May Become
Cubs At 8 Years; Scouts
At 11 Years
Age limit for Boy Scouts has
been lowered, effective Septem-
ber 1, on the action recently at
a national convention of Boy
Scout leaders.
The lowering was Cub Scouts
from 9 years to 8; Boy Scouts
from 12 years to 11, and Senior
Scouts from 15 years to 14.
"We Scoutmasters believe
there is more chance. of boys
continuing Scout work if they
are admitted to the ranks at a
younger age," Joe Weeks, Scout-
master of Troop 42, said. "This
is one of the things we told
national headquarters when
questionnaires were sent to us
regarding this lowering of age
limit."
"There are lots of younger
boys around here who would like
to be in the Scouts and we think
this move will build up our
troops, and consequently help
develop character and a feeling
of good citizenship among our
boys," Mr. Weeks added.
Mr. Weeks said in his opinion
they could get the boys at a
young age and have more time
to work with them. Now when
a boy reaches the age of 11 he
begins to go out more on his
own ability and use his own
judgement, he said. Through the
Scouting program he will begin
14, learn leadership and how to
work and play with other boys
in a democratic way, he added.
"Scouters also 'feel this move
will give ,the older Scouts more
responsibility and leadership in
handling a group of boys," Mr.
Weeks concluded.
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Wcilker's Drug & Jewelry
Dial 3211
RUPTURE
SHIELD EXPERT HERE
H. M. SHEVNAN, widely
known expert of Chicago. will
be at the Madison Hotel, Madi-
sonville Thursday only June 23,
from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Mr. Shevrian says: The Zoetic ShIthl
tis a tremendous improvement over
all former methods, effecting immedi-
ate results. It will not only hold the
rupture perfectly no matter the size
or location but it will increase the
circulation, strengthen the weakened
parts, and thereby close the opening
In ten days on the Average ease,
regardless of heavy lifting, straining
or any position the body may assume.
A nationally known scientific method.
No under straps or cumbersome ar
rangements and absolutely no met,
cinea or medical treatments.
Mr. Shevnan will be glad to
demonstrate with charge.
6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chicago
45 Large incislonal hernia or
rupture following surgical opera-
tion especially solicited.
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FATHER'S DAY
Give Dad A Photographic Gift . . . One That Will Prove Lasting 
KODAKS
MOVIE CAMERAS
SUPPLIES
BROWNIES - - - $2.75 up
Shoot Your Vacation Trip With Color Film
Let Us Help You Make Better Pictures
FLASHLIGHTSd 
3 Cell
FILM
All Types Of
BLACK AND WHITE AND COLOR FILM
PHOTO SUPPLIES
BUG REPELLENT LAMPS
WOOD'S otft•STORE
Hopkin sville
Livestock Market
1,, I I. (10Wil on cattle,
hogs and lambs this week as
about 200 additional head were
auctioned.
TOTAL HEAD 1487
.1ktesitie leed--eiteers‘-424-$21v -'sess-
Shert Fed Steers-422424
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle--$20-422
Baby Beeves-422425
Fat Cows-$15-$17
Canners and Cutters-412-215
Bulls-417420
Stock Cattle-$18-$24
Feeder Cattle-419-424
Milk Cows per Head-$78-$132
Best Spring Lambs-425
Medium Spring Lambs-$22
VEALS
Fancy Veals--$26.20
No. 1 Veals-$25.50
No. 2 Veals-$24.70
Throwouts-$18-$22.50
HOGS
200-230--$20.5
235-280-419.90
285-400-$19
405-Up-418
120-155-419.50
160-495-$20.10
Roughs 450 lbs & Under-416.50
Roughs over 450 lb.-$15
•
Chinese Students Speak
At Methodist Church
Misses Young and Wren
Chinese students at William
Scarritt College, Nashville, Tenn.
spoke Sunday morning at Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church.
They were the luncheon guests
of Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal.
Notice
The Princeton City Board of
Education will receive bids for
the replacement of a section of
the roof on the Butler High
School building, on or belore
June 24, 1949. Bids roust be
sealed and received in the of-
fice of the Superintendent of
City Schools by 12:00 noon,
June 24, 1949. Specifications for
the roof may be had upon appli-
cation at the office of the Super-
intendent, in the Butler High
School building.
Princeton Board of Education
C. T. Pollard, secretary. 2tc
Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank each one
who helped us in any way dur-
ing the illness and death of our
husband and father. We especial-
ly thank the Rev. Dugan, the
singers, the pianist and the Mor-
gans. We thank each one for the
beautiful floral offerings. May
God's blessings be upon you.
Mrs. J. M. Cook
Mrs. Lael Haile ltp
$2.95
Mode of finest Sanforized*
fabrics...pants in scientific-
ally graduated sizes to fit
men of every build. Shirts ex-
pertly tailored for free octiors
combined with dress shirt
neatness. For a better "buy"
...better buy TESTI
*mem 'WAD., IS
Finkel's
Fair Store
Classified Ads
NOTICE; I would like to bale
your hay tied with wire. Also
have one young Angus bull
- tor -We, -0earge Only. -Phone
8049 or 3886. 2tp
WATCH MAKING: All make;
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
watchmaker. H. C. Russell,
Prop. tfc
FOR SALIk lunch counter;
marble top and front sandwich
board; triple sink; dish wash-
ing facilities; eight stools.
$100.00. Phone 1458 or 657W
Hopkinsville, Ky. 1 tc
RED SPOT flat wall paint -
only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Parmolite finish. JOINER'S-
your friendly hardware. tic
DOWNYFLAKE donut ma-
chine practically neSv. Capaci-
ty 40 doz per hour. Completely
automatic-same machine used
donut shappes all over the
country. Sufficient to set up
a complete business. $250.00
cash, balance $250.00 in 12
months. Write or phone-H.
A. Holt Stores, Hopkinsville,
Kentucky. ltc
ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfac-
tory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Ra-
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tfc
GENERAL HAULING: See
Charles Peters, Princeton
Route 3. Phone 2847. tfc
FOR SALE: 1936 Chevrolet.
Kenneth Sheridan, 715 Madi-
sonville, St. ltp
FOR SALE: Good, used baby bug-
gy in good condition. Dial 3639.
Ito
PHILCO .3 the greatest low-
priced refrigerator ever built
. . . unequalled in appearance
. . . unmatched in advanced
design features . . with more
fully usable capacity than
any other refrigerator in size
and at its price. Joiner Hard-
ware Co. ltc
FOR SALE: 7 young Jersey
cows. '3-6 years old. All heavy
milkers. Call afternoons at J.
B. Haile's Grocery, Princeton
-Hopkinsville Rd. ltp
WANTED: To do house work or
baby sitting. By hour or day.
Elizabeth Hodge, 317 W. Hall,
Dawson Springs. 2tp
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shin. to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutsal
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71/2
 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St.
Phone 2445. tfc
PIANOS: Both new and used.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 52tp
"FOB SALE; tried Frigidaire re-
frigerators. McConnell Electric
Co. 'tfc
461R -VICE
STATION for Standard Oil
Products. Efficient service
guaranteed; quick rood service.
Phone 3931. tic
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. tfc
FOR SALE: Used ice boxes, Mc-
Connell Electric Co. tfc
DRESSED RABBITS for sale
any time average 2 lb. and
over $1.00 ea. dial 2845 or
3741. Dr. C. F. Engelhardt tfc
FOR SALE: Case pick-up baler;
Case side-delivery rake At
Thursday, June 16,19_
CAL. Tractor co,
FOR ELECTHICAI,
and Electrical ti
Stalling anal Kestitsii
Service, 124 ti main4180 or Z329. Work yet,'
FOR SALE: Table top
gas range, used only 3
Just like new, House a
at 305 Was'hington.
Administrator's NoticeAll persons knowint
selves to be indebted e
estate of Howard Rice,please come forward with,days and make a sa
settlement; and all pence"ing claims against Ned
will please present same is30 days, properly provm
payment.
Farmers National Bet
Administrator
FOR RENT: Down stairs
room. 704 W. Main2411.
Try a Leader Classified
RED SPOT PAINT
PRICES REDUCED
FIRST QUALITY RED SPOT
FLOOR ENAMEL
$3.75 gal
HOUSE PAINT
$4.50 gal.
FLAT WALL
PAINT
$2.85 gal.
PORCH PAINT
$3.75 gal.
CASEIN PAINT
$2.85 gal,
4-HR. ENAMEL
$4.75 gal.
Regardless of price there is no better paint mode
JOINER HOW. CO.
YOUR RED SPOT PAINT STORE
RED FRONT OFFERS
APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 oz. can 
LIMA BEANS, Scott County,
111(
19 oz. can 
PAPER PLATES, Diamond
9 inch, dozen to pkg. 
PAPER SPOONS or FORKS
pkg. 
PAPER CUPS, Dixie
pkg. 
 10(
PEAS, Playfair, extra standard
20 oz. can 
 1 1(
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg. 
 LJ
PICKLES, Dutch Maid, sour or dill
quart jar 
 25
P1MENTOES, Sunshine
407. can 
 15(
POTATO SALAD, Lady Betty
16 oz. jar 
81(
MASON JARS
Quarts, doz. 79c; Pints, doz. 
 69
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas, delicious
Indiana, 14 oz. bottle 
 1 2/(
OLIVES, Shufeidt, stuffed
5 oz. jar 
 39(
MUSTARD, Economy, Peppery Hot
2 lb. jar 
 lk
15
223(
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, assort( d
strained, 36S ces. can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Remits
19 oz. can, 2 for 
CORN, Pennysaver, white, ere.= stile 111(
country gentlemen, 19 oz. can 
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin,
full cream, lb. 
TOMATO JUICE, College Inn,
fancy, 46 ox. can 
 111(
. 15(
APRICOT NECTOR, EvezYmeal
23 oz. jar 
26(
OLIVES, Shufeldt, plain
5 oz. jar 
...
PAPER NAPKINS, Charmin
80 to pkg. 
15(
PAPER ('UPS, Hot Drink
9 oz. pkg. 
PEACHES, Remarkable, mixed !tile, 1111
giZeS, light rup, 29 oz. can
PEAIN6UozT. BjaUrTT..E. R.., . . Craft........3
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box 
PICKLES, Dutch Maid, Sweet
32 oz. jar 
31(
43(
PINEAPPLE, Lotus. sliced, delicious 111(
19 oz. can 
MEAT SPECIALS
MUTTON, Armour or Swift, top quality,
fresh not frozen, whole forequarter, lb.
FRESH FRUITS AND PRODUCE
TOMATOES, home grown
20(20 lb. lugs, lb.ORANGES, Florida Wendel;
6 Its mesh bag 56c
GREEN BEANS, snap
pound 
CABBAGE, Tennessee
10 lbs. 
.. •
25c
Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
11;(
39(
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